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GRAND VALLEY S TA TE COLLEGE

ALLEN D ALE. M ICHIGAN

OCTOBER 9. 1970

ARRESTED
AT AGNEW DEMONSTRATION

by Ed Hoogterp
The next time Joel Cleric
joins a demonstration, chances
are he*l be more careful about
what he says
• petict deg.
Clark, 22, a junior at Grand
Valley,
was
arrested
on
September
(6 outside the
Grand Rapids G vk Auditonum
whff?
Spiro
speaking to a Republican fund
raising dinner. He says that the
charge
against
him
is
“ attempted gross indecency
with a German Shephard". The
Police Department calls the
charge public use of obscenity.
Clark had little trouble with
the law as long as he stayed
within the crowd of protesters
offering lollipops and balogna

Academic
VicePresident
Post Still
Vacant
"No

by Ed lloogtcip
is

a new
charged with
Vice-President o f Academic
Affairs for the
"Not having an academic
Vice-President means a lot of
extra work, particularly for
President Lubbers and Dean
Mils.** Presidential assistant
told Lanthorn
4But we've been
to get along, and the
prevailing feeling is that we
can cosuSUc to get along
rather than risk hiring w w o s t
who might not be completely
stated for the job."
The school has received
over one hundred applications
for the job and Loesnn says
*»■-« a n a l o f the applicants
would have accepted the job,
but so far none has
exactly the man the
and the
“ Thera was a ossa here last
I think we aB
a

sandwiches
to
the
hundred-dollai^a-platen » they
filed into the auditorium. He

joined fBrtimin rtf lhi in thn
chanting o f selected nasties at
the Vice-President, and Use
police left him alone. Then
Clark made his big mistake.
"I got outside o f Use
crowd," he says, "and a cop
started bearing down on me
with his dog’’. While evading
the dog, Clark made a rather
ill-chosen allegation concerning
the canine’s sexual activities.
No matter that 200 people
were there, shouting similar
epithets at the Vice-President
of the
United States of
America. For his muttered
abuse of man’s best briend,
Clark soon found himself
behind bars.
d a rk says that his arrest
had nothing to do with the
obscenity charge, but that it
was in retaliation for a speech
he made at an August rally.
At that time Clark identified a
police undercover agent who,
he said, was photographing the
participants o f the rally. "The
thing is just an
to give us a
he
says.
" If
they
iwtTntultid m that chap,
could have arrested the whole
crowd. They only a n u t i l
three White Panthers and me,
ju s t
people
that
they
recognized."
By Frank Bodenmiller
After being taken to Grand
Rapids Police headquarters,
d a rk and the three members Commission on Student Unrest
o f the White Panther h r t y Washington, S ep t 2 6 were told that they could not
The President’s Commission
be arraigned or freed on bail o s Student Unrest, after three
until the next rooming Each months of study, has released
was allowed a phone call, and its 3S9 page document to the
then locked up for the night. Presiden t It is being rant to
In
the
morning
court major colleges and universities
session, the four men were across the country. The report
t m i wm l wwl tke
has been met with mixed
freed after posting bond. r e a c tio n s
fro m
college
Clark was released on h b own administrators, public officials
to students. As was expected,
~i don't nave tong
Vice-President Spiro
or a beard, and I
*t condemned the report
‘ »• a I o ta
it "permissive."
’ He says, "The court
In
th e
re p o rt
the
have accepted
G o n n a h o o addressed itself to
proof of my good
the American people
Clark
expects
a
for a "national cease-fire.*
sometime this fall, but says he
"W e
utterly
doesn’t know whatthe outcome
Students who
will be. The
roooc
be

PEACE t

o f m atin g to n e t that

R e c o n c ilia tio n

m u st

"We share the impatience of
those who call for change."
"We believe there is still
time
and
opportunity
to
achieve change. We believe we
can still fulfill our shared
national
committment
to
peace,
ju s tic e ,
decency,
equality and the celebration of
human life."
"We must start all o f us.”
For the
President, the
Commission issue.* a plea to
him to bring the American
people together and " to be
sensitive to the cfcarge of
repression . . . "
They
also
recommended that he convince
p u b lic
o ffic ia ls
an d
demonstrators alike to end
inflammatory
rhetoric.
The
also stated that
the President's
duty relating to
to bring an end to

nrest

Ute Commission urged
training to deal with
civil disobedience and to avoid
"uncontrolled and excessive
response." The Commissioa
also
stated that weapons,
except for tear gas launchers
are very rarely needed except
is extreme circumstances such
as sniper fire and armed
re s is ta n c e .
They
stated,
"Sending civil authentic* ic s
college campus armed as if for
war — aimed only to kill has brought tragedy in the
pm .
For the university, the
on Campus Unrest
that the university
Mould be an open forum far
of every point of
. They also called for an
to faculty members who
tc disruptive activities,
that they “ have no
in
the
university

n
a

aeries

of

in ttig but b u t of flhg
25. “TH E RITUAL OF WIGGLE:
FROM RUIN TO REFLECTION", by J M f Boyd mm
TH E
m o .

WASHINGTON

M ON THLY.
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U n rest

obligations: to team from our
nation’s past experience, to
recognise the humanity of
those with whom they disagree
and to maintain their respect
for the rule of law.
“The fight for change and
justice is the good fight; to
drop out or strike out atthe
first sign of failure is to insure
that change will never come.
"This commission is only
too
aware
of
America’s
shortcomings. Yet we are also
a nation of enduring strength.
Millions
of
Americans
generations past and present have given their vision, their
energy, and their patient labor
to make us a more just nation
and a more humane people.
"We who seek to change
America today build on their
accomplishments and enjoy the
freedoms they won for us. It
is a considerable inheritance,
we must not squander or
destroy it."
It was also recommended to
the Department o f Defense
that universities that wish to
discontinue R.O.T.G be able
to do so.
The Commission supported
recruiting o f minority groups
in formerly all-white campuses.
They also urged that student
aide be made available to
them.
On the matter of explosives,
the Commission urged strict
laws
in
regard to
sale,
possession, and transportation.
They suggested that both
states and federal governments
adopt these laws.
In all, the entire report may
be summarized in these words:
"All Americans must come
to see each other not as
symbols or stereotypes but as

housing
C o n s id e r a b le
h o u sin g
changes have accompanied the
opening of this school year.
Sonre o f these will have a
direct effect on most incoming
fre sh m e n
and
a
few
upperclassmen.
One of the rnajoi changes
in the present housing facilities
is the alteration of Campus
Vi e w
A p a rtm e n ts
to
Unapproved housing. This will
affect most people living there
since this removes Campus
View from direct College
housing procedure.
■MV yiVWM* •

f/>v tKa
-*•»

lack of space in the dorms is
that the housing department
did not receive as many
no-show returns as it had
expected thus putting a strain
on
its
present
housing
facilities. This situation is
hoped to be changed as soon
as posable. It is hoped that
the present occupants of the
dorms will bear with the
housing department and aid as
much as possible in the
present inconvenience.
A meeting for all who are
interested
in
the
present
housing conditions on the
Campus will be held in the
Siedman House main Lounge
next Monday at 3:00.
The purpose o f this meeting
will be to discuss possible
alternatives to the present
housing situations and to
present alternatives for serious
consideration by the housing
department.
It is hoped that a sizable
group wiD be present, since in
he long run this group will
probably develop considerable
representative power for the
resident students on campus a»
a y «w i b w ; n . 1

Oct. 14
10-3
in the

Campus
Bookstore
BILL HENNESSEY
a Trained College
Specialist from
JOHN ROBERTS
wants to meet vou I

He will assist you in selecting the ring that is
right for you . . . with the proper stone, weight
and style, for the most lasting and beautiful
symbol of your educational

FOUR WEEK SHIPMENT
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intern program
A new intern program has
been
introduced
to
the
campus Its appeal is basically
directed towards sophomores
and juniors This program is
basically outlined as follows.
STUDENT
PERSONNEL
INTERN PROGRAM Offered
in
Conjunction
with
the
N a tio n a l
Association
of
Student
Personnel
Administrators (NASPA)
PURPOSE:
GVSC students who are
designated $s NASPA Interns
will be provided with a broad
orientation to the practical
aspects of college student
personnel work through a
variety of learning experiences,
in te r n s
will
have
the
opportunity to assess their
interest in and potential as
fu tu r e
student
personnel
workers under the direction
and guidance of trained staff,
as well as broaden, deepen and
vary
their
own
college
experience
through
participation in policy and
decision-making activities of
Grand Valley State Coucge
student
personnel
administrators.
QUALIFICATIONS:
Any sophomore and junior
in good academic standing is
eligible to
apply
for an
Internship. Though no requisite
personal qualifications can be
s p e c ific a lly
defined,
an
interested
student
should
consider the following:
1 . His
ow n
pervious
e x p e r ie n c e
in
s tu d e n t
government, committee work,
judiciaries,
residence
nail
other similar activities
2. Past leadership roles both
on and off campus.
3. His own interest in and
concern for the development
of GVSC and its programs.
4. His own willingness to
spend several hours a week
working cooperatively
with
fellow students and college
staff to effect change, create
new programs, and assist in
the continuing growth of the
College.
PROGRAM:
Each Intern will be assigned
to work with a member of the
S tu d e n t
A ffa irs
s ta ff.
Periodically, Interns will rotate
assignments in order that each
receives a broad orientation to
the variety of duties and
. _________ __of _a ______
responsibilities
Student
Personnel Administrator Each
student
will work out his
program
with
his
sUff
supervisor, thus providing for
greater flexibility in hours,
interests and special projects.
Interns will be provided
w ith
b ib lio g ra p h ie s
of
suggested readings from current
professional books, journals,

m

e d

s c h o o l

ALLENDALE
As
the
profession
of
medicine
hat
and periodicals. Interns will
meet as a group once a month advanced in its lifeaving
with members of the Student techniques, so too has the need
Affairs Division to discuas grown for those highly-trained
specialists.
the
general or specific concerns, laboratory
problems and interests. Each medical technologists. Working
Intern will, in Spring Term, with special apparatus and
prepare an in-depth written precision instruments in wch
laboratory procedures as Mood
analysis of his experience.
Interns who wish to receive typings and tissue qiecimens, the
academic
credit
for
their medical technologist w?recs as
experience may apply through extra hands and eyes in medical
to
phvndans,
Thomas Jefferson College for f actfinding
especially
pathologists.
an Independent Project (credits
“ Four years **o. Grand
to be arranged.) All proposals
Valley
State
College,
in
for academic credit through
TIC must be prepared by the cooperation with area hospitals,
Intern and submitted by the began a medical technology
established deadline for each program in an effort to help
term. Both CAS and TJC meet the needs of this expanding
students are eligible to submit field," states Glenn Andeis,
proposal*. A member of the GVSC assistant professor of
Student Affairs staff will serve biology and coordinator of the
as
project
supervisor
for med. tech, program. “ Interest in
Interns
who are receiving entering the career field is
apparent in growth of the
academic credit.
propam which was initiated
Each
year,
one
GVSC-NASPA Intern will be with one student in 1967, to
nominated
by
the
Vice over 40 in 1970-71.
Grand Valley students are
President for Student Affairs
in
training
at
as a "NASPA Undergraduate presently
Fellow." From among those Butterworth and St. Mary’s
Grand
Rapids,
nominated, NASPA will select Hospitals.
four Fellows to spend a full Hackley Hospital. Muskegon,
term at a campus other than and Riverade Hospital School of
their
own.
Each
Fellow Medical Technology, Toledo,
appointed by NASPA will Ohio. In consultation with the
receive a J750 grant to cover college coordinator, students
the expenses for his exchange may complete the program
visit. Each Fellow will also either following three yean of
tecehre the NASPA Journal course work and one year of
and be invited to attend the hospital clinical training (3+1),
or after four yearsof collegiate
annual conference.
APPOINTMENT OF GVSC work and graduation (4+1). The
program, which this fall became
INTERNS:
Applications
f o r a part of GVSCs new School of
GVSC-NASPA Internships are Health Sciences, offers the
available through the Student Bachelor of Science degree in
Lire otuC c,' iu j Lake Michigan medical technology for those
Hall and the Office of the choosing the 3+1 form. All
completing
their
Vice President for Student graduates
Affairs, 16 JHZ. Applications college work and laboratory
must be filed by October 31. training are eligiMe through
A p p o in tm e n ts
w ill
be examination for certification
announced November 15 for from the Registry of Medical
the Winter and Spring Terms, Technologists of the American
1971. No more than three Society of Clinical Pathologists.
Interns will be appointed.

judiciary information
The following faculty-staff
appointments have been made
to the All-College Judiciary:
M r.
Wa r d
Aur i ch,
Auminisiraiivc
Representative
Professor John Batchhelder,
Faculty Representative
Professor
John
Leuche,
Faculty Representative
Mr. Paul Rcyce, a junior
fro® Nuncia, Michigan, has
been appointed Chairman for
,he 1970-71 academic year.
‘Daul served as a justice during
the 1969-70 year.
Another returning justice is
Mr.
Ross
Leiffers.
Two
additional student justices will
be appointed by UCO in the
future.

Members of the Housing
Judiciary will be appointed by
the Robinson and Copeland
House
Councils
in
early
October. Interested residence
hall students should contact
either Bill Kipp, Copeland
House, or Marilyn Hammerle,
Robinson
H o u se,
fo r
information about the Housing
Judiciary
Rodney Mulder
Professor
has been appointed to the
Traffic Judiciary. Continuing
justices include Mr. A1 Holtrop
and Mr. Steve Christianson.
Two students will be elected
by UCO in the near future,
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S T A T E O F M IC H IG AN . 79th L E G IS L A TU R E . R EG U LA R SESSION O F
1970

arty right or
for the receipt of fur
either or
ton o f any such student o f
violation or datsrmmerion of viob tiont of such rube or
of such institution of Hom ing shell cause report of the seme to
to the awarding authority under said acts, which
authority die* forthwith terminate say such essttxancs provided under
either or both of m id acts to such students Any rub of any eush
institution relied upon to determine continued eligibility for aeM
tchobnhip shell be in accord with due proceee of lew including the right
of ofipoot.
Sec. 9 No pert o f any appropriation made by mis met may be used
fa
payment o f any ambry or mmgee m any faculty member or
nr far the education of students csmricssd o f the ofk
normal operations of any public institution of
stkicetion at described in A ct No. 26 of the Public A ctt of 1970.
Sec. 10 No pert of any appropriation made by this act may be used
for the payment of any ambries, wages, or tees to any trustees,
administrator/, faculty member or other employee or for the education of
a student either full or pert time, who shell poaeees or permit to be
pcsbssd. vritheut being a peace off tear amptoyad b y an institution of
higher erk/cetion. any firearm, not registered with the institution, cr other
tbngerous weapon in any university, college or institution of highsr
erk/cetion. including eri the buddings end grounds under their jurisdiction.
Sec. 11. It is e condition o f this appropriation that s student o f a
college or unbersity who causes willful damage to public property on e
campus o r other facility of a college or a university end subject to ell
other legal penalities shell be expelled from the college or university.
This act is ordered to take xnmedia tv affec t
Is) B E R Y L I. K E N Y O N
Secretary o f the Senate
Is) T. THOS. TH A TC H E R
Cbrk o f the House
o f Repremnteti

A ct No. 29 of the Fabric Acts o f 1970: (Houm SHI No 39001
A N A C T to m i * pmtsftbs for sorts:* conduct ot public institution/
of higher education.
The Peepb o f the Slots o f Michigan onset:
Sue. 1. A person k guilty o f s miadsntssnot. punnhebb by s fine of
not more then S60C.0Q. or by inesreerstion in the county foil for not
more then SO days. or both:
lot m e n the chief edminetretbe officer o f e publicly owned end
institution of higher educotion. or hit designee, notifies the
he is such officer or designee end thet the person is in
vb b tio n o f the properly promulgated rules o f ( to institution; and
fbl m e n the person ts in feet in violation of such rules: end
M m e n . thereafter, such officer or dettgnee directs the person to
vccess tho promises, budding or other structure of the institution; end
Id ) m e n the person thereafter antfuSy remains in or on such
premises, budding or other structure, end
M Rdien. in so remaining therein or thereon, the person constitutes
ID o doer end tubetontief risk o f physical harm or injury is other
persons or of demege to or destruction of the property of the institution,
or 12) eri unreesoneble prevention or disruption of the cuttomery end
leerful functions of the institution, by occupying ipse* neeeeeery therefor
or b y use o f force or by throot of force.
Sec. 2 A person is guilty of e misdemeanor, punisheble by e fine of
not loss then 9200-00 end not more then tl.OOUOO, or by incarceration
in the county ieii for not more then 90 days. or both, who enters on the
premtees. budding or other structure of e publicly owned end operetod
•munition o f higher educetion. with the intention to. end therein or
thereon does in fact, constitute fa) s deer end substentiel risk o f physical
harm or injury to other persons or o f damage to or destruction of the
property of the institution, or fb) an unreasonabh prevention or
disruption of the customary end lawful function of the institution, by
occupying space necessary therefor or b y um Of force or by threet of
force
Sec. X This act shall taka affect August 1. 1970.
This act is ordered to toko immediate effect
Intrxxktced by Senator Toller for the Appropriations Committee
E N R O L L E D S E N A TE B IL L N o 1179
Approved Ju ly 19. 1970 end ghren immediate effect.
A n A ct id make appropriations for institutiont of higher education and
certain other purposes relating to education for the fiscal year ending
June 30. 1971; to provide for the expenditure o f such appropriations: end
to provide for the disposition o f fees and other income received by
various state agencies
The People o f the State o f Michigan enact:
GVSC October 6 , 1970
Sac. 4
(c) A ll institutions of higher berning shall be required to submit a full
Morey Myers, e consultant to
report of any incidents thet results from any physical violence or the
the President’s Commission on
destruction of property including the total damages in dorian incurred.
Campus.
Further, ouch report will include the number of students arrested, end
Unrest, held an informal
classes missed due to strikes, boycotts or demonstrations This report
discumion
today
on
the
would be due within 30 days.
See. 9. Amy student who receives scholarship funds under the C m n m M o a 'a f li wHn y . M e * •
provisions of A c t No. 208 o f the Public Acts of 1964. as emended. being lawyer and a visiting profemor at
sections 39G971 to 390.990 of the Compiled Lean o f 1949. or receiving the University of Scranton at
tuition grants under the provisions of A ct N o 313 of the Public Acts of Mary wood. Mr. Myers stressed
1966. as emended, being section/ 390991 to 350.3® 7 of the Compiled the fact that he did not appear
Lews o f 1949. for or while in attendance at an institution of higher on behalf of the Commission,
education, which receives appropriations under this act. end is either that
all opinions must be
convicted in a court of b w o f the violation of any penal statute or considered his own.
ordinance prohibiting disorderly conduct violence to e person or damage
My e r s
headed
t he
to property, which violation is committed while participating in any
investigation
at
the
University
of
diaorder. disruption of the administration of or the rendering of services,
Kansas
at
Lawrence
where
two
or giving o f instruction at any such institution, or by the proper
authorities o f such institutions o f violating its rubs end regulations whib people were shot fatally, lie said

C am pus U n rest
F rom
M orey M yer

that although the press reported
the two were students, they in
fact were mot. The lawrence
com m unity,
he
reported,
believed that the disruption was
caused by outside agitators —
the militant blacks and the street
people or freaks. The facts arc
the alleged disrupters were all
residents of ICsnsBs.
In Mr. Myers opinion, the
strongest recommendation made
by the Commission was for the
President to use his moral
capacity to speak out to solve
the campus situation. Along the
same line he thought ii is
unfortunate that public officials
see fit to exploit the issue of
campus unrest, particularly the
Vice-President. Myers believes
that
the President should
instruct officials not to use
campus unrest as an issue in
their campaigns.
The point was raised that
Gerald R. Ford thought by
instructing public officials bot to
'jse inflamatory rhetoric and not
to exploit the issue o f campus
unrest, tms President would in
fact be infringing on their rights
under the First Amendment.
The audience responded to this
«Mtfh
laiinhfpf Myers
responded to the point by saying
that the President should use his
mom) force in stressing to |
officials that it would be

s s t to tssz unrest ss ss
became of the seriousness o f tse
rime. H would be an imusticc to
th e ,

Myers reported that the issue
of race was the central issue at
Jackson STate. He cited as an
example the “impunity and
ununity o f police officials” in
Jackson. Myers said students see
eliminated by law: He believes
“guidance can no longer come
from law.*’ but it must be a
national will.
In explaining “the frame
work of thought in some
students” he thought that many
feel guilty because they are
exempt from serving in the war,
while their friends go off and
fight. He also believes that some
feel guilty as a result of their
affluence, because they are the
“beneficiaries of a subjegsied
minority of Americans. ”
In regards to Kent State, the
Commission
reported
the
National Guard should not have
come in with guns. Myers also
guessed that under Commission
standards the national student
strike after the incident was not
disruptive.
To combat any alleged
incident of sniper fire, Myers
believes, local law enforcement
teams should hold back fire and
send in a special sniper team.
This would allieviate random
firing and unnecemary killings.
Myers ended with a final
thought, “The answers are with
you guys, not with the people
who sat down for a few months
and wfwtc this report.”

l a y 's

PRIN CETO N .
N J.
Educational
Testing Service
announced
to d a y
th a t
undergraduates
and
others
preparing to go to graduate
school may take die Graduate
Record Examinations on any of
ox different test dates during
the current academic year.
The fin t testing date for the
GRE is October 24. 1970.
Scores from this administration
will be reported to the graduate
schools around December I.
Students planning to register for
the October test date are advised
that applications received by
ETS after October 6 will incur a
S3.00 late registration fee. After
October 9, there is no guarantee
that applications for the October
test date can be processed.
The other five test dates are
December 12, 1970, January 16,
February 27, April 24 and June
19, 1971. Equivalent late fee
and registration deadlines apply
to Lhese dates. Choice of test
dates should be determined by
the requirements of graduate
schools or fellowships to which
one is applying. Scores are
usually reported to graduate
schools five weeks after a test
date.
The
Graduate
Record
Exam inations
include
an
Aptitude
Test o f General
scholastic ability and Advanced
Tests measuring achievement in
20 major fields of study. Full
details and registration forms for
the -GRE are contained in the
1970-71 -• GRE
Information
contains forms and instructions
for requesting transcript service
on GRE scores slre.’-dy on file
with ETS. Thi« booklet is
available on most campuses or
may
be
ordered
from:
Fdycstion;! Testing Service, Box
955, Princeton, New Jersey
08540;
Educational Testing
Service, 1947 Center Street,
Berkeley,
California 94704;
Educational Testing Service, 960
Grove Street, Evsnston, Illinois
6020!.
—

if you can understand, as i hope
you will, how much my animals
meant to me, you will realize,
just in case, perhaps, I should
mention in«i they n iw u •
deal to me. A greet deal. I have
lost ell my animals. All my
animals. If you have any
where they might be, let
k n o w , i (tanks, Smily.

Yesterday I lost my yellow ‘BIC*
pen on the South Campus. It has*
Mack cap (unlam it fell off). If
you find it. Please return it.

a n t iq u e s

fine antique jeweley
949

cheoey
p h

4 5 1 -0 4 5 8

•
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LANTHORN
Lanthorn History
by L C Gardner

The new editor of the VaHey
View was James «tiaieiir>Si. A
student whose name is very well
known in the Grand Rapids ares
for journalism of unequaled
talent.
In the Fall of 1969, the
Grand Valley campus found that
its newspaper had a new name.
The new n m e was Lanthorn.
Along with the new name came
a
c o m p le te ly
d ifferen t
newspaper. The Lanthorn was
decidedly left of center. The
news was definitely biased, and
showed no attempt to be
otherwise. The editorial staff
said
their intent was to
stimulate, which is exactly what
they did. As the Fail term
progressed, the paper became
more and more unorthodox and
satured.
In the fourth issue, which
came out after five students had
been busted for drugs, a regular
column entitled, OUR ROVING
RAT-FINK read like this:
“ ‘Look at all the stony
people walking around
in
Christian
licorice
ciothes.’
Tim Buckley
“The Ottawa County Jail - A
Tourist Reports

This is a history of the
student newspaper of Grand
Valley State CoUege. Our story
begins in 1963, the first year of
the school’s operation. The
name of the first newspaper to
come off the presses was the
Keystone. Its editor was Elaine
Rosendall, who managed a large
staff of twenty-five students. In
its first year the Keystone
published twelve issues and
managed to be on standards
slightly above the average high
school newspaper.
The second year for the
Keystone was worse than the
first. The newspaper d id n ’t grow
with the school and received
constant criticism from students
who wanted something better.
Finally in 1965, it failed, was
resurrected for a brief period in
1966 and then went completely
out of existence never to be
published again.
The
next
attempt
at
journalism was called the Valley
View. The Editor and Business
Manager were alloted small
salaries. The first Valley View
was published on October 8,
1966. The editor, Mary Ellen
Patterson, difined the newspaper
by saying, “ The Valley View is a
student newspaper published
weekly by GVSC students, the
policy of which is decided by
th o se
s tu d e n ts
without
administration influence.’’ The
V aU qr, . View led
a very
precarious exhrtencef SdWBW
editions were iste and many
were composed o f only a single
sheet.
The paper was under constant
criticism from students. The
newspaper
in
return
was
continually berating the student
body for not supporting their
student
newspaper.
While
everyone
was
bitching
at
everyone else for being apathetic
♦he quality of the Valley View
went from bad to worse.
Late in the school year of
67-68 a new editor came on the
scene. As the President’s Report
for that year states, “The Valley
View
made a
remarkable
comeback after a new editor and
showed signs of real vitality. The
writing unproved immensely
“th e lobby (if it can be
although 1 had some criticism of
called
such) bathed in white and
certain words of questionable
green
presents
as do all its kin an
propriety that appeared in some
itr-age
of
sterility,
maned by
of the editorials.Si The new
only
a
few
surprisingly
editor used the same format, but
the content was much more comfortable chain upholstered
sophisticated. Even though the in purient passionate red. A
of
pamphlets
with
Valley View siiii looked like a stock
warnings
to
drunken
driven,
high school newspaper, it at least
sounded
like
a
college bicycle owners, and lovers of
clean water, give the eye
newspaper.
The
new
editor
also something to rest upon. On the
introduced some creativity to wall hangs a massive and
the Valley View. Something opulantly framed portrait of the
which had been lacking from the present Sheriff of Ottawa
days o f the Keystone. The new County. A brown tinted photo
•nH o f a rather young looking man fl
eonor mauc iwii!i£ pro:
also
changed slightly the with an extreme crew cut and
definition o f the new^aper. The courae stem of countenance. Big
you.
new definition teed, “The Valley
the
long
desk also
View is the student newspaper
watching,
hostile
wrinkled
faces
of G.V.S.G, the Editorial Policy
of
middle
zyed
matronly
types
of which is decided by those
students who ate vastly without with sagging bosoms encased in
administrative (or probably any yards of starve* Brown. Faces
a
time
tested
sort of) influence.” The laughing
impersonal
raspy
laugh
when
we
c by the new
a
*
to
me
our
friends.
“Only
were: 1) to institute
2) to immediate relatives.” What glee
in the sharp mouthing of the
words. “Can ws send a note?”

We aren't

had been allowed to send notes
and to see Mindy for a brief
moment. Apparently a major
policy change occurred when * c
came in.
“ An incredibly bad scene,
thought by some only to occur
on the late movie. From the
melodramatic raid itaelf to the
obvious paradox and symbolism
of hundreds of American flags
adorning the public fareways of
Grand Haven in remembrance of
Veteran’s Day. While some think
of those who die (ostentatiously
anyway) to make our country
free from foreign oppressors,
others wonder who is going to
free
us
from
domestic
oppression.
And
finally I
remember two things. We
inadvertently saw Dave as he was
making a phone call. Captain
Dave was smiling. And as we left
1 noticed yet another genuine
American dime store cotton
coloured flag- It was flying at
half mast.
“It is with a great deal of
amusement and not a little
amount of paranoia that 1 view
the attempts by Ottawa County
Sheriffs, Kent County blue coats
and various Feds to get
Wasserman. Four times a day a
rotund
little
man
in
a
Volkswagon parks outside my
humble domicile, keenly eyes
the
dirty
windows,
gazes
wistfully at pre-adolescent girls,
counts iliC beer drink ers passing
by and after an unspecified
amount of time retires from the
scene.
“ Steve Kumph, who was
arrested for no reason, and
enticed unsuccessfully to plead
guilty to charges of possession,
and finally released, was told the
following by the boys in Harvest
Brown: ‘You don’t want to turn
'nkrw assefm an, do you? tf
he didn't shout speed once a day
he’d die.’ These gentle sculs also
told a student at the residence at
which
the
‘goods'
were
confiscated that I was a ‘real
add head.’ Also I note with
interest that in arresting Tom
W o o d ru ff
th e
following
comment was made, ‘Where is
the warrant for Wasserman . . . I
mean Woodruff?’
“I wish to announce to the
world ir. ger.crjt! and to the pies
in particular that one James G.
Wasserman
is
absolutely,
positively
and
emphatically
clean and fully intends to remain
so. Thus any arrest and possible
charge brought up against me
will be totally false, and 1
strongly suspect any charges
brought against any GVSC
students in the near future warn
students to assume at all times
that their phenes are tapped and
to be warned of the practice of
planting ‘drugs’ on people by
narcs. A device which is standard
procedure around the Detroit
and Kalamazoo area, and may
soon become more prevalent
around the G.R. area.”
in the next issue the
following story, written by the
editor appeared:

HISTORY
writer, not J. Oswald Jones the
man. Hydroelectric generators,
they could turn themselves on
and off at will, and rip out his
guts
with
their
turbined
crotches. He didn’t turn them
cm, he couldn't, no man could
and somehow none of them
were really beautiful.
“ Funny, he felt sorry for
beautiful women. Other women
hated ihssa for what they were.
Men treated them as mere sexual
objects, notiiing mate. They
could neves afford to lose their
cool. And now the tide was
turning again it them. What with
the Shrimp, T w ix ? . sn£l Julie
Christie, the Anti-Godess. Why
not the Anti-Godess? - in a way
it was long overdue. No godcss
for the anti-hero.
"The neon lights flickered
fitfully above O’Malley’s bar. He
noticed that the M was out.
“ ‘The Northern Lights have
seen queer sights,
But the queerest they ever
did see
Was that night on the marge
of Lake Lebarge
1 cremated Sam McGee.’
“Sam
McGee
was
a
masochist. How often he had
been dissected, roasted, eaten
and regurgitated whole again.
Ever since the days of that Bald
W onder
Wee
Willie
Shakespeare. And yet he still
sucked it up. Old
had a
craving for the — . Yet it never
really affected him Maybe that
made Sam McGee a sadist. Sam
knew who held the aces and it
wasn’t J. Oswald Jones. Sam ran
- rather Sam was the show.
Society Sam paid for the books,
sat his — down in front of his
suburban fireplace and laughed.
“ Laughed at J. Oswald Jones,
the satirist who thought he
could cremate Society Sam. Sam
kept him alive for amusement,
just as medieval monarchs kept
fools, dwarves, eunuchs and
other freaks. After 500 years of
the Bald Wonder, Sam was
shockproof, uncrematable, snug
within his «»be«toK skin. All the
“ ‘Oh Oswald you’re so arty. time J. Oswald Jones thought
that he had been spitting on
That’s what I . . . ’
“ ‘Aw for Crissake give me a Sam’s boots and here he had
been licking them.
piece!’
“ After two beers J. Oswald
“ ‘Get your filthy hands off
Jones had to — . He was getting
of me.’
eld. He couldn’t hold it in the
“ ‘Slop it! Stop it!’
way he used to, and so there he
“He had - dammit!
“ A windowed reflection of was sitting on the — can of the
his own face leered back at I. universe watching the ebb and
Oswald Jones. He was not flow of tiie tide in the john
beautiful, even with a beard bowi, King Oswald * sitting on
which covered up his weak chin his golden throne. Scribbled into
and diaguished his too thin lips. the brown walls were the
He was balding rapidly and the symbols or his kingdom. Coats
wrinkles etched in his face made of Arms in the shape o f huge
hit small eyes look even worse. disemboweled genitals. Even a
motto - i f you can’t drink it,
He wasn’t ugly, though, just just mediocre. Mediocre in drive it, or — it; fm /p t it!’ He
would have to remember that
everything he was or did.
“ He had had many women. one. But above ill there was the
Ambitious women who made WORD and the WORD m m — .
love to J. Oswald Jones the The unwena! ‘mgiiggr o f his
kingdom. What motivated men
“There was no wind, it was
unusually warm for
October. A full harvest moon
hung like a pregnant baaketball
against the back-board of a
cloudless sky, its orange light
grinding sharp shadows into the
dead cement of an East Side
street.
"Mo - no, that would not do
for an opening There was no
moon, it was December, and it
was cold. Moving to his window,
J. Oswald Jones locked down at
the Christmas crowd - a tangled
mass of humanity moving like
wind-blown garbage. Although it
was not yet 7:00 Eva was
already on her corner, but the
sight of Eva did not arouse him
anymore. There is something too
capitalistic — too mechanical
about prostitutes. Eva was a
machine. Ladies and gentlemen,
put a dime in the slot and watch
Eva go! He was a machine too. a
tired machine that needed oil.
Ladies and gentlemen, put a
dime in the slot and get juiced
up by Little Eva! Only her juice
didn’t turn him on like it used
to. The layers of crud were too
thick and he knew Eva too well.
Perhaps no woman could really
juice him up again. At any rate
Eva couldn’t, perhaps never
really had. Eva was no longer
beautiful and he desired only
beautiful women. Only they
could start the sludge pump in
his groin.
“ Now it was Joannie the
social worker. Joannie of the
swollen breasts. Joannie o f the
flaming — . Joannie of the silky
- no that was too weak an
adjective - Joannie of the meaty
thighs, in fact Joannie was
meaty all over. Grade A, Choice
Cut ,
Lean
Red
Meat.
Government
inspected
and
stamped. But Not J. Oswald
Jones stamped and this rankled
him.
“ ‘O let me pluck thy rose,
sv/eet, sweet, Joan of Arc.’
“ ‘Oswald you devil you.’
“ ‘Let me taste of thy liquid
*
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God? Country? Motherhood?
Appie pic? The §art next to o t?
— them ML, h t what the scribes
reaBy were trying was — Son,
for the m t were one in
Me

f

•—

L

scribes had written. San would
he pleased iff he did. J. Oswald
Jones would bck Sam's boots

with the
o f IBM.
letter
o s Ottawa

“ The light reflected dimly off
the (pay cement floor as a
in the next stall ht a
'And the Lord said lei there be
Utfit.’ J, Oswald Jones was not
impressed, he feh that he could
top the Creator. He looked
around his universe and found it
not lacking. His universe was
complete, a world unto itself.
The phrase sounded good, a
little too good, it was not his
own. It smacked too much of
the Bihlical. He must begin

County
c o n sid e ra b ly .
W assen i t s
fa a sh fj the year
Spite of much talk of
ham as editor.
Fall of 1*69 brought a
editor. The format and style of
the paper remained much the

“ The Alienation theme —
how often it had been milked.
Could it be milked again, it
would have to be. It was old, but
it was not shopworn. No - not
yet, not ever.
“J. Oswald Jones wondered
why he did not kill himself.
“What e finish would that be.
Tragic endings were always the
best, were there any other kind?
Who would write it though?
Why. let every man write J.
Oswald's epitaph. Out of the
dusy loins of 3. Oswald Jones a
new cult w ild emerge. Marily
had her cu. Papa had his, so
Lennic and b<-rey oo. But one
had to be
a first, and J.
Oswald Jone eared death. What
was it like oi it- other side? Did
one just gel noldied up while
trading quips with the maggots?
“ ‘The worms go in, the
worms go out, the worms play
pinoclcile on your anout. But
one little worm who’s not ao ahy
g w an y wur ear and comes out
your eye.'
“That would he alright. But
had C od really kicked the can?
If so, why? Did he contact some
fata) disease? Rabies? G out;
Syphilis? O r maybe he was
scratched by the Holy Ghost in a
super terrestisl j —'t war?
“J. Oswald hated to admit it,
but it was even possible that the
t>«>! belon ged 1n the Billv
Graham’s with their Halleluiah’s
and their traveling clip joints. I
ssy tts tc yets my children, that
whatsoever you do unto Billy's
oeiiy you do unio my belly. He
imagined that both Billy and
God had fat bellies. Yes, one had
to have pull to make the scene at
the pearly gates. But no man can
serve tw o masters, and if one
was going to prostitute himself
he might as well get paid for nis
services. Death was an enigma,
an extremely popular enigma.
No one yet had found a way to
beat the death tap. iS3S£ old ■
Generation after generation, one
wave of humanity hitting the
share, sucked back to give wajf
to anrrfher wave, and the shore
never flinched, did it?

■ the Fall o f 1969, the
Newspaper Scar f «§ected a i

KINETIC ART FILMS

TAKE-QNE STUDENT FILMS
Program One - O tt. 23 & 24
“ The cold night air slowed,
rather than revived his senses.
The rust was building up inside.
I. Oswald Jones craved oil badly.
He was on his way to Eva's Sam would like th at.”
A typical Day in the Life of
J. Oswald Jones had been
written for a creative writing
course. The issue in which it
appeared was a literary issue.
The
story.
according
tc
W&seerman, had been used to fill
space.
On December 4, Ottawa
County officials took action.
Sheriff Gryson armed with an
injunction and arrest warrant
appeared
on campus. The
injunction was filed against
college administration stopping
further publication of the
newspaper. The Sheriff then
arrested James Washerman for
of
arraigned in Holland Municipal
Court and charged with a high
court misdemeanor. He was then
put in j«a, pending placement of
$5000 bond.
The Grand Valley State
College Board of Control met on
December 7 in a special meeting
to discuM the mattes. At the
first meeting the Board of
Control took no direct action
deciding to wait until its next,
regular meeting on December
20. The Board of Control then
liied suit in Ottawa County
Court against Sheriff Gryson and
prosecuting
attorney
James
Bustard for depriving the college
of freedom of speech and the
press and due process. The
college asked for actual and
punitive damages equal to the
total
of
all
legal
and
administrative cosi incurred m
d e fe n d in g
against
there
deprivations pius one dollar.
Sheriff Gryson and James
Susssrd were -?>*« 20 dsys to
answer the charges. Ottawa
County Court dismissed without
s hearing the charges brought
iuc Ottawa County
officials.

_ iaS

The Board o f Control then
filed suit in (J.S. District Court.
On February 20, 1969, the suit
withdrawn when both
the seat* attorney general’s
office. The Attorney General
ruled in favor o f GVSC and the
matter was settled.
Half of the "Lanthorn" story
has ended. The Ottawa County
District Court found Wassermao
guilty and fined

7300 &
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Doomsday latorview

New Ta
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I said
o f the
yK wo
v Most
o f to don’t like ones. They're
expensive, they***
dirty,
o f tlutf’re btoody, they m ult in
a lot o f mhery and honor.
And yet no keep righ: oa
supporting v a n . as a culture,
as a society. Most o f us don't
Jjftc the
dsainanation in
this country, and yet whie *e
tade a little progress, the
the
o f it continues to be

he

a ra b le
‘

in

*? * .a f r _ * ~ ^
ta 'is m y
it s to R n » ° f t o n the
to
ta n around it's
to ranK . M
tm « * * *
of

ro tc - Weft, this ih — xh.
Mow. I otw io«tr. , p o d p o r t
VnuVa wot £q

that

a

___

to determine how nmch actual
m in benefit is accmed. But people
the ■"**— * « *
Of we’re not “Ifcci, wc wift
ad there
ore) is to hare a things and cut owt the
rorld-w ide
in tern ation al aatnauhde podatreta and that
he the e ^ o f i t ” Bat
tea aB o f the m ew r o f power don’t forget that yon pay a

CLAY: Yes, but isn’t that
of awareness?
of Us
y
solve that. They are
cooling pounds
and if there is truly any
o f thermal pollution.
don’t you think that they n il
it?
BECK: Notice (he sequence
You
the act, and you
o f the problems
m *n|ving the problems. This is
I mean by rate. There
was a time when you could do
t* * k M « t tfebf oad the
unction tune was d o v
*
you had plenty o f time
to ambe adjustments. Now you
Wk about budding a huge
ahmde electri c geneating plant
then w e l wait and see what
happen. Then weT «www* ft.
This it what I mere by some
o f (hare nn m Will cycles.
W l bald Jots o f highways

CLAY: these seem to be
theories onabout.
how
«two
n sedifferent
-a fe y * vffl
One is that v e are on a
collision course and that by
th e
tim e
we
become
sufficiently a u a e o f it. it r f l
be tec h ts. The other idea
being that we haw the
awareness but don’t waBy care
or at least we’re not really
trying to stop the process,
BECK: An awareness o f war
is one thing and an awareness,
of ecology is another, neither
of which necessitates, action.
Some people haw said that
the oxygen depletion is not
moving at a rate which will
sooner or later end up with
to o little oxygen to support
life — or at leas* life as we
know i t Ok » w, g t otto one
o f thoae cycles then the
proper analogy, vis a ck war
would be “On the Beach \
PEOPLE knew it was coming
hut it was h e a s b h . Whether
or tn i we’re at the critical
stage is another matter of
debate.
CLAY:
Professor
Beck,
you^e a psychologic. Do you
of

g ft,

— u—

-4 ,, ,-|h i « j L

a

As

CLAY: I think
to that by

(he

*

we’re oho a t
of

With Benjamin Bock
of

-- -

a. ■■ it

*

H

B
la

it
o f then, if need b~, w e t take treed in a high density,
to com et ft. The point plastic, chrome, cement world,
is th at
sigh t get to a be used to ft and be able to
you point where you’re not going cope with it psychologically,
ft has to be to hare the time to com et
BECK: That is not what
SSL I don’t ftfak them because you’re escalated tk> evidence rndfentes. The
ts going to get » mack that the rate o f evid en ce
indicates
that
to grin >P <*
o f ns eet off it. I think that's a «*»*«« * mtnuned rbm thaly. mhbn— to that are issek!
which k a d d o f the
You might just not have the under condftioas o f hi0i
is m
CLAY:
Are
you
advocating
t
i r e to make y o n corrections. population deanty. H i show
the
go badtwaeds to a
CLAY: Q.KL, F i concede a l
of
the
pathological
to be a more pr jv tire
rtanilrrl o f tint we could
get to aa s y m p t o m s
that
are
cy c le s
la
w h ic h
th e b t o f pes gfe th a t f e , eves if firing?
u u u u iie From, but i don’t accompanied with high density7
e x p lo ita tio n
w ill
have they don’t die from the
BECK: Weft, temporally, ****** that is the wtaatioa at Erteg. Three doesn’t seem to
a a t e and cxplorere thfmnrfros. and a certainly. We as mdiveduab are *he present. I think that the be any cuftmnl adaptation.
lot o f people that are not going to hare to give up a lot aebetievatole,
unprecedented Now aver the long ran there
in
the y S m equipped to a n is e under of the consumption habits that concera oa the port o f the may veH be an evolutionary
r t work. 1 he procure may thorn nnndftinai The m p o t me hare. We’re going to hare riwumim mam o f society aad adaptation, but we’re talking
is the p y m an iroe to give up A p a d a w e on huge « * a-weneas o f poftutioa tire now is t e n s o f many, many
o f HI long. If thenr^ no power he’s a a n t o o f il»
power
has derefops*,
urfthss s years, wnether there is time is
a mamire
CLAY: Why won’t atomic aiouths raaly. wifi remit in another question; Incidentally,
a reamer o f noeprer oa our eueegy arm this need? It is *** neceremy
rhinget being we look at ataactioa (and Tm
the hands. What’s going to happen vi r t id y inexhaustible.
— dr ,
alw ays
surprised
when
hut E don’t think with that? I don It know. You
BECK: Yes, hut then mam,
BECK: Yes, and it’s very bioie^ats
do
th isas
ft v f l a m
o n them and th at's going to it has its byproducts. Hare
I agree. But bong m
something horrible I don’t see
" w n way. There are lots of
to a point al
■
—
spedes
that
1
mS S B .
I
extinct.
ft’s
a
perfectly
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George Welsh:
Police Powers The Purpose Of
Government

By T o n Clay

: w. welsh, td*;cr c f
Ihe weekly newspaper The
Interpreter, is d tM y -s m n yean
oW. For forty-five years he " >c
been an active public official on
both a stale and local leveL
Welsh was the mayor o f
Grand Rapids for twenty years
(longer than anyone else has
held tne job) and he was city
manager three different times.
While mayor. Welsh was credited
with the founding of the United
States Council o f Mayors and
has held the office of president
of the organization for two
terms.
It has been said that when
Welsh was the mayor, the
mayor's position was stronger
than the city manager's; and
when be was the city manager,
the city manager's job was the
mere powerful. Welsh was also
chosen to be Speaker of the
Michigan
House
of
Representatives and was once
elected Lieutenant Governor.
As mayor o f Grand Rapids,
he was responsible for the
building o f the first pipeline
from Lake Michigan to Grand
Rapids and for the erection of
the e n k Auwiv Ti UhS. Riverside
Bark
is
another
of
his
accomplishments as mayor.
Welsh was a Republican until
the great depression when he
supported RooseveldL
Welsh is a Scottish immigrant.
His only formal education* was
gsisg through the eighth grade
in a special school run by the
Grmnd Rapids Press to keep their
paper boys out c f trouble «i»h
the truant officers. Dispite the
lack of formal education, Welsh
has a rare talent for public
In 1949. while Welsh was in
Rome with the Council of
Mayors, there was a torch-tight
meeting in Fulton Park which
was probably the most dramatic
raSy ever held in the history of
City. The result o f the
k the beginning of a
recall drive against Welsh but
Welsh got wind o f the plan and
resigned Ins office by telegram
from
Rome. Many

Outside of that, government
has only one other purpose. An limited to borfOVin* r . r i v
that is to perform services fi thousand dollars. But there's no
you and for me which we can lim it
on
th e
perform
for ourselves. W government." He said, ^ "I'm
couldn't all pave our own part t sorry, gentlemen, that's it."
the street or the sidewalk. B t
CLAY: But. Mr. Welsh, what
that function of fovemmen things do you see that the
weVe gone wild on. There' government is doing today that
n o th in g
now
that
th- are not proper according to your
government can't do.
definition?
CLAY: In what specific way
WELSH: Look how far we've
do you see that the governmen come rince that day. If
is over-stepping these hounds?
Roosevelt hadn't been elected.
WELSH: I'll give you a ver> (his country would have had a
specific example. During the revolution. The day Mr. Hoover
depression (and of course th at’s made that statement, people
ancient history to most young were jumping out of the
people, but it was a pretty tragic windows in New York. And that
time), we were feeding here in was his idea of government.
Grand Rapids some twenty Whie I don’t have to tell you
thousand people. We provided what it is today. We have gone
work for them. But we bad no so far overboard that this city or
money to pay them with the government through th e ci y
because people weren't paying b a s
now
a p p o r p n a te d
their taxes. So I was one o f S2^ 00.000 to give to a groupin
seven mayors who called on *Be inner-city to spend as ev
Herbert Hoover. Now most see fit.
CLAY: The government is
people think that Hoover was
doing
for them something that
pretty good individual, and a
they
couldn’t
do for themselves.
pretty good President. But he
WELSH:
Oh
no. you're being
was an engineer, and he knew
facetious. That's tax money.

supposed to teach, In the ones that know how to organize
Constitution of the State of those sort* of things. And of
Michigan, in the chapter on course why
wouldn't the
education, there's a preamble: government of Russia spend
“ Religion.
morality. end
money? It's a lot cheaper than
knowledge to be necessary to having a war I understand that
the
continuation of good they
are
even
importing
government. Education and all marijuana and everything else.
its branches shall ever be We are so stupid that it isn't
encouraged.'' That was written funny.
into the original territorial
CLAY:
Wh y
can't
ordinances. And it's never been communism
and
capitalism
taken cu t cf cur constitutions. co-exist without threatening
So schools are for the purpose of each other?
seeing that we get people that
WELSH: Well, if you'll just
arc intelligent enough to operate stody the history of Russia and
the kind of government that we communism. I happen to be a
have. But we don't teach little bit knowledgeable about it
anything about it.
because I had a brother that was
CLAY: In light of your there
during
the
Russian
definition o f the role of Revolution. He was there four
government, what areas do you years, and he analyzed it. He
see that government should went there representing the
move into?
National City Bank o f New
WELSH: The biggest one is York They were driven out and
law enforcement. Our streets run stayed six months in Finland
rampant. Men and women aren't and tried to get back in with
safe on the streets anymore.
Kerensky. My brother wrote a
CLAY: Do you have any fear story at that time and he
that the United States could described then just exactly what
become a Fascist police state?
is happening now in this
WELSH: Yes, it’s the only country. They never will quit.

SiSuJ
g- ielMh TRft fh
ta
police state, no. But we must use o f a good jo b o f it. They'll He,
the government as it was steal, cheat, murder, anything.
intended to be used and stop the Religion is a frace to them. And
riots.
we are so stupid that we d on’t
CLAY: Do you think that the know how to fight them. I
military has too much power in fought them here in Grand
the policy making o f the Rapids. I had an answer to them.
government?
During the depression when we
WELSH: No. They haven’t were struggling to feed people,
got enough?
four Communists couM come in
CLAY: What about the here from Detroit and have a
Constitution? Do you think that meeting of three thousand
it is just as viable now as when it people. The last mob we had was
was written in 1787 - do you up in Fulton Park. The only
think that the Constitution thing they don't know what to
possesses eternal truths that do with is another mob. They're
should be good for all times and beginning to do it now in New
all humans? Or do you think York. No policemen. We had
that there will come a time when Legionaires.
We
had
the
we should completely rewirte policemen in their plain clothes
the Constitution?
and the fire department with
WELSH: N o .! hope that time their equipment in back of
never
comes.
We
aren’t Fountain Street Church. The
competent to rewrite i t
first on? got up to speak and a
CLAY: You mean that we couple of Legionaires pulled him
don’t have men that are just as off the stand, and I got up there
competent as the founding and took the microphone and
fathers?
told the crowd that they had
WELSH: No. Here they are five minutes to clear out o f the
fooling around with the city park.
charter up here, Who have they
CLAY: But weren’t you
got on there? A hand-picked in t e r f e r i n g
w ith
th e ir
group o f men who had the Constitutional right to astem l'e
and their freedom of speech?
WELSH: Yes. sir! And wc
interfered with a lot of other
it Frit telling you the
to
it.
And
the
wssres raid what do we do
I raid, "N o rough stuff.”
He sad . “God. look at me.” He

«

Polem ics 101

In m f \m column I mentioned that the
samnnusuvn lA iu n u v cnaproporxioneiTi •mouni dr

HOI 6hCw SUVImlieusigfs TO OOnlifHlf WfltTOHing TO®
lives of students. This revelation was y s eed with
iw p iw oy 90ITW, uiiigrOTir;ism cy ouiwif aiw iwiivifs
Mfcri L^1aa^ S1a>a^ H | m < aS» -— ^jgHninyAAgAeiAU lak
a| I ft
oi
injMiwi oy uif vurMiHiifivun i? Cftrasivon. |SA
ram
v
muu oonvm i ora nniKi orsi ®tTOi in rny tsch n
teems that the fifteen tchotereMps I mentioned for
quamrao rnwoniy group rwnocu w*ri in raci tot
11 <i m o w a frnportm ni to a u u n a j i m
m^tsWr®n iw® quoHTv^o jik i a*®® un^uttsiTigOe i tm
c a m m a m
e < u n
m ^ a b w o
fth a O
a b 2 s tA M M 4 % « a h m a i a a a
TOtiiwt ecsTfn
ttwsu euifi
Ia svmnomy
group nwiiu^-i Ina ism

w ii

uncfUsirnwL

1a AIBWe fflll I |B°bua JWStaftlkdMM gk* A
spsnx vwtns yssn nsvmg fthnw
spofiontuy cniwso oy s
whits racist echool system In order to make him lav
conscious o* me rets m m® community eno teecn mm
about the fraat and just Afnarfaen lysttm. The fesr
w ’ m rsisn to ins vnsvi wno r« rsjsdso
sic ts w j
to
mssi tWiiw sWMir'ut. in lira vvgni or m n i
winiiiiorii my srror n psmsps sran mors usviwiiirora.
iWi i n mersoaora moi our own cotrag® fra* losviy irra
prowerr. ot racism wren tfus mrarsv set* t w osar nasns
my
sisno if Tiirao wrtndthw. vvray am incrasu
henerabls nan.
Having paid tribute where it is due I'd lice to
mention another matter. After my lest column was
published I had a little "chat" with tome of the
gentsemen i nso u u ia n o u oemg euxnontsnen ena
unresponsive to the students needs. They assured me
that i had bean unfair. Staggering with guilt haepsd
upon my r .ouio^rs i anrargaa irovu ins
prooixi.

LAN TH O RN
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The
content
of
the
“ Polemics 10 1 ” editorial would
seem to indicate that its
author has
humanistic
Since I first suggested the
concerns. Yet, he contradicts
name of Senator Vandenberg for
TV> the Editor:
his
purpose
by
heaping
the College of Arts and Sciences,
personal
abuse
on
some
several things have happened. As
W
h
ile
I
ap
p
reciate
persons
who,
as
far
as
I
know,
you recall, I proposed that all
Lanthom 's continued interest have treated him with respect
the departments should discus*
m
the issue of classified and dignity, and on other
the name and advise the
research
on campus, I would persons that he does not even
departmental representatives to
liketo point oat a couple of know. In a day when personal
the AAFC accordingly- The
crucial
misquotations of me in a b u s e
has
becom e
reactions
were mixed
as
your article beaded “Classified commonplace, it still hurts and
in d ica ted
by
personal
Research” on p. 2, September upsets me when someone calls
conversations
with
faculty
38,
197®. Among the ramons me namsa, and I don't Intend
members and the debate fin the
yon
quote
me as giving to the to “wow how tough I am" by
AAfC. In the AAFC meeting of
H
um
anities
Division
hi shrugging it off. If I were to
September 30, two motions
recommending
a
College
do
so ,
I
would
be
were nude. The first to table
Assembly
review
of
the
dem
onstrating
the
came
was defeated by the dose vote
AAFC's decision on dasrified mechanical and dehumanized
of 8 to 7; the second to approve
research
are the following:
attitudes against which the
the name of Vandenberg was
1.
“Ike
AAFC
accepted
the
author was arguing in his
pasmd by a 12 to 4 vote.
committee’s
report”
article.
There were three concerns I
2. “The AAFC was made
This leads me to another
had after the AAFC meeting.
of
posable
student
point
— there is a common
The firri was that the debate had
response
by students, faculty.
place well after 5.00 PM
What
I
really
said
was:
and
administrators
in most
a number of the AAFC
2.
“Hie
AAFC
accepted
the
colleges,
including
this
one, to
representatives
had
left.
MINORITY
REFORT
of
the
dirug
o
ff
a
polemic
such
as
Secondly, the 12 to 4 vote of
C
U
dfltd
Research
Committee,
this
by
hoping
that
the
author
approval represented the bare
2. “After the AAFC was is not very intelligent, that he
quorum of the total membertidp
warned
of po Bible student does not reeSy mean what he
of the AAFC. Thirdly, students
d
issen
t,
som e
members says, or that nobody « S listen
had no participated in the
iotiamdad
that
they
would
vote to him. All of these hopes are
debate and did sot have
far cfiamifled reacarch, not on false ones. I suspect, and my
wgnnicsat opportunity to do ao the hones, bat to diow the suspicions are verified by his
under present college policy.
students they would not be friends, that the author is an
In
view
of
these coerced.” In fact, I do not intelligent and forceful person,
m4 the fact that believe that the possibility o f I? be didn’t mean what he was
the
------------- ------ be saying, then he shouldn’t have
accepted by the AAFC, and dadrive ON EITHER SIDE OF written it if he k an honest
SQVnlmUw
■—
!■*«»
*
probably unH
wM W
beas smolaw
implemented
THE tneww*
ISSUE of daariffed human being. I am not
aoon, wisdom dhtates, 3 think,
en tirely
sure
that
his
that the name Vandenberg
fneidentiy, the
o f arguemtns are being brushed
risowSd not be submitted to the my “recommendatk*
to the o ff by his readers. Many
Board
of
C e«M
for Humanities Dfcriuon was my colleges that petrisfied in the
counterstion at its October find report as the division’s
view that word* such re this
18th meeting. Instead, I a a elected sapnigiiiiiaiive to the were haring no effect have
suggesting
that
farther Purified Research
found out differently.
cneridriation of a name for CAS
Many o f the people that
be one of the first sgrnds items Thanks,
the
author malians in his
for the newly constituted CAS

Name for the College of Arts
and Sciences

ho asked me what I thought of CAS*s new name. I was
indeed surprised to find out that the school I attended
had bean renamed the Arthar H. Vandanburg College
of Arts and Sciences. Those from afar may wonder
who in the hell Arthur Vandanburg is wwi it seems
this joyous soul was one of the key men in the
Msnhaii Flan and Truman Doctrine. You can't imagine
how happy I was to find mysatf attending a college
named after one of the true fathers of U.S. imperialist
policy. An honorable name for a school run by
honorable men what more could I ask for?
I ran joyfully to the office of Doan Niemeyer to
oonpadulete him on his choice of name. On the way I
ran into a couple of fallow students, HaMy I ukaa
them If they hid voted for the name Vamfsnburg in
'9a student faculty referendum concerning the matter
(I had bean sick and missed the vote no doubt). To
mv surprise I dhcoeaped there hadn't been a student
facuity referendum, i remembered the words of
Honorable Men Lubbers and Vanderfaush. "We have the
students interest at heart." they had sad. But how
could this be? Shouldn't the students have some eey in
the naming of tteair school? Somewhat confused I
entered die office of Dean Neimeyor.
w a r Questioning this llamwablo Men for soma tim e

facu lty

September 30, 1970
Editor — Lan thorn
17 Lake Superior Hail

and
of
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C O N S C IO U S
C O N SERVATIVES
by Paul D. Wisniewski A Dennis P. Msnko
Is Inlooo Parentis Dead?
No it’s alive and well at GVSC The housing office says its
hut words and actions are two different things. Hie
witch-hunt of 68-69-70, I would like to make
housing office tells all the fres hmen that they are now grown up
and can take care of theswrivcb, but then they send a letter
t Z r Z s r ™ aMorM
°f «*•
telling them that the R.A.’« will be there to hold there hands
The LANTHORN is not an underground
and harp them after every meal.
There war a time when the R.A- maintained quite and peace
The LANTHORN is the Oudent
on his floor. Now, he is expected to be a mother, brother, and
newspaper of Grand Valley State Cottage.
psychologist in residence. All the little kids are instructed to
The LANTHO RN is not a radical
come to the R.A. with any and SB problems, ranging from
newspaper. The LANTHORN is traditional.
stubbed toes to sex education. Granted an R.A. should be there
C Spocim h/ in fhM t i t mmii /*#%**♦**»#•*
—«i. ■■
to help with many academic problems, such as, how to study,
the feelings and desires of a young and
and where to get information, etc. But how can you expect a
responsible American culture.
student to jrow up and think for himself when all he has to do
The LAN TH O RN is and wit! he a balanced
is go to the R.A. who will do the thinking for him. It seems
too! for constructive student involvement at
the housing office is reversing its policy of two years ago when
all levels.
they sent letters to parents saying that the school would not be
U n til the G. V.SC. Establishment totally
responsible for the actions of there children. Tbe cycle has now
alienates the students, the LANTHORN will
run its course, although they won't admit it, they seem to be
very concerned about their "kiddies”. What is the explanation
function as a focus for all news related to
Grand Valley.
for so complete a reversal in so short a time? Is it because
someone
forced the housing office, or do they have a mother
In
times of political stress the
complex? It seems to us that when a person leaves home and
LAN TH O RN will function at the absolute
moves into a new setting, he should be intelligent enough and
extreme as a facilitator of militant
mature enough to adjust and handle his own problems without
non-violence for achievement of social justice.
somebody being there to take him by the hand and make his
From today until the money or readership
decisions for him.
runs out we will continue to speak truth to
Hie housing office has not only tried to submit the R.A.'s
power at Grand Valley.
position, but has once again tried to control dorm government,
which in the past has been the sole responsibility of the
Tally Giddis
residents. In the past the dorm government levied activities fee
C ontinued from pg.S
making
plans
to
expand
this
capitalistic
ventures
as
tryi
land
had the responsibility for its use. Over the summer the
or votes on a college teue, hfe
program in the future. We to figure out how the coll
housing
office decided they would control this and arbitraly set
Migrations and ballots should know it is c small contribution can provide tiie b*tt
Ithe
fee
at S6 and not let anyone check into their room until
be taken seriously. When toward r.umsnicy, but sets p sa u b with the amount oi
fee was paid. This is illegal as residence or the dorm
student suggests that the trying. I wonder what the money the legtaiature can
Igovernment did not have a thing to say about it. Abo, last
administrative "lackeys*’ be wo Iter of "Polemics 101” has afford to q*nd.
stripped of their power* he too done for hk feSow man
spring students from the dorm government. It seems strange that
The football budget too,
should be tskcn seriously. If teieiy?
|
of
all the students oonrofred they did not ask the two
far leas **»sfi the writer
•oA.
students are to be given their
A w o f Un ittiM la H "toiiai ■■
It would be a hit ridiculous "Meralca IOl" a
rightful! place in staring power, to make this letter a big One total k far
toe
to be
office decided
they most be held responsible budget analysis, and I don't
fa t their points of view. have to do tin t to just flatly
Part of this decision included the appointment of student
for
S tu d en ts,
faculty,
"yes men”, who are now the official tempory student
deny the validity o f the ckhn was that It could
administrators who
in "Polemics 101” that the without tremendous expense to government of the dorm.
with the "Polemics 101” money spent for disadvantaged the college’s regular budget
The housing office has justified all its action with the excuse
method of dealing with human students is a sum compared to Much of the money that will
that after elections are held things will go back to normal.
brings should voice their what the college spends in support football wBl come
feelings and prepare to support "entertaining dignitaries* like from donors who otnerwke However, the damage has been done and the precednet has been
thorn feelings.
tegfektors and capitaUtts. In would not have invested in
Sv -biiOf
SlISUI IIHIilUII M3 ifllH W blCl€
tO tfM?
I would like to deal, for a c h e c k i n g
the
General GVSC. The team will also he housing office will not be answered because to them Inlo col
moment, with the examples Admkitntion account, I find
self-supporting m e
college Parentis does not exist. In the ryes of the housing office this
fee author of "Polemics 101* that the college qmnda about
of
tiie
uses to discredit the "lackeys”. 1/7 of what the author
be article does not exist. We can only hope the housing office as it
football
I, far one, refase to apologise imagined for off entertainment felt mote students would enjoy fas now would not exist
far
my
small
pert
in activities,
including
them It and benefit from tt I think nature. In a world
which environment, he
involving faculty and students. that he is right in spite o f the
majority of students by
ecbakrtaips for brighT students In addition, while the author fact that I personally don’t call for love and a n w of
that "the
no fault o f their o f "Polemics 101” might find Uke football. If the author of human dignity, the author calk 101” your intelligence and
poor primary it appalling that legislators are “M etaies 101” k indeed
people names. In a world in personal force are needed by
and
secondary
trebling.
entertained” , a interested in "all power to the which cnftfgw students seek the world to podtivety effect
Normally tbaae students may
of the college’s people” he should
in the
he speaks of "liberated
had the took or
have revealed to fellow students the
your
r and "asking power”. In
to
the •
s world in which
they
do.
The
mote
eriouwdlng
quality
and work to help
of
nek to he
and some of us
with budget of "Mamies 101” k its
people, not destroy them.
essentially
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WOMEN STAGE DEMONSTRATION
RIGHT IN

IMPORTANT
DEADLINE FOP
TEACHER AIDING Winter Term 1971
Applications tor Toachar
Aiding sre due in the
Teacher Education Office
no later than October 15.
We are in our new offices
located on the second floor
in Lake Huron Hall. (S.E.
comer). Application blanks
ere available in the Teacher
Education Office.
Minimum
requirement s
for teacher aiding are as
follows:
1. 85 c red it h ours

2. 2.0 Cumulative Grade
Point Average
3. Psychology 201
4.
Psychology
301
(Minimum of 2.0 and a
recommendation to enter
Teacher Aiding from the
Psychology 301 professor.
FOR SALE:
hanging stone
rocket
candies,
candles, candles candles,
tie-dyes,
peace flags,
le a th e r
sashes
and
pouches. Cat)
Mike,
895-4187.
FO R
SA LE:
S te re o
turn-table, amplifier, end
speaker.
Good sound.
Call Frank, 456-5193. Or
leave name and phone at
Lanthorn Off ice.

La Leche
Monday of each
month for discussion and
help with breastfeeding. For
more informetion call Mrs.
Owen Smith, 452-3530, or
M rs.
R o b e rt
Collins,
677-1702.
family with two
young children
mk«

xo mnjoy some Kino ot
GVSC tutoring abla youth
inquire a t 457-0171 - 8539
Oettenweed.
| Ily A

4-jra

A g .la ^ j

j-jT T h _ n .

I need ride to Aima College,
Alma, Michigan on Friday
afternoon or Saturday morning.
Call Westy, 438.
Roommate wanted for the pink
house on Pierce Street by
Campus
View
Apts. Can
895-6425 for information.
1 need a ride to any part of
Detroit any weekend. i'H pay for
part of the gas. 1 can leave on
Thursday night every other week
too. 1'd really appreciate it. Call
Claudia, ext. 675.

Free kittens 363-4914.
Sled Dog Pups, Black and White,
$50. 363-7465 or 363-8768, Ask
for Rick.

23, 1»7»

N O TICE O F M EETIN G
T o t h r M vire i n o f Hi

1 Girl Roommate. *35 a month.
U tilities paid in town. Separate
room. Cal! Mar**, 241-4S40 or
456-4281.

Monday eight, September 28,
a surprise attack was made «
Wanted: ----------------lames
M.
Ccfxfiand
meeting Sept. 28, 4:00 p.m. at the
Dormitory.
A
horde
o
f
to rn * ,
Grand VaJtey Lanas. If you are
attack, a contingent of perhaps
estimated
to
number
200,
interested and need a ride, cad
charged out o f the Wi dows of 100 men gathered in front of
895-4350
their dorm with buckets and
and
ether
t would tike to share my
dormitory and swarmed onto w a s te b a s k e ts
with one or turn gnU. I am 24 the Copeland premises. As they imp lements o f destmetion TV
and have two children. Two advanced, the women began to h f c e ratted on the front lawn
miles from school. Reasonable.
o f C optim d, A s ie n t sign*! was
Can 895-6430 weekdays after d a p their hands and chant *TFt th e * and both ^ o u p s charged at
at locks! We want locks’! M
5:30.
asrsougn isx.su cs:
S uoinm tie wan*ea. n ice «£
Bodies, clothes, water and
bedroom apt. $35 a month. N.E.
very
rcpolsive-kMksng mud was
Grand Lyon area. Cal! J m at to beat off their attackers. A
bentf
Song
around
the
458-9107 after 4 p.m.
favorite maneuver o f the me*
battlefield.
War
raged
for
45
was to send a volunteer to a
Canutes
with
many
losses
and
For sale (car) tape deck $25. second or third story window
Cate 454-2441.
and have him diqday one o f the aqnaies on both sides. At last a
tiuoe was a k d and many wet.
Must sell ac/dc Sony portable controvenja! ' ‘Jock Straps." mad-caked and ruffled Grand
tape recorder. 4 track mono, reel f m s drawing the attention o f
Vahey students stomped home
to red, digital counter, remote the women to one area, the
with
tears «■ their eyes and a
proceeded
to
bombard
on/off, input and output jacks,
vow or. their lips warning of
servo-control, accessories. Good with backets and bags of
tor music or lectures. Cost new
One-half hoar after the initial
this spring $140. Will sad for
$95. Call ext. 418, 208
Copeland.
For Sale: Stereo Component
system — 8 track tape players, 4
speed turn table
h-TT !
Stereo tuner — 40 watt
amplifier. $150. Cal! 895-4207,
19k for dim.
Am you making all the money
you want? Would you work 20
hours a m onth to make $ 1000?
If you are interested in hearing
TJtPTS ww'-t this uiwvituiiuy tail
Ed Toben 454-9164.
n

1/3 o f

planning to m w t th e
book on O ctobar S. If you ham
agenda plaaea subm it than* by
Fisas* rstum th e
to r th e day and

Sinoaeaty.

Board erf Control c f Grand Vallay

O ctobar SB. 1S70

r
2.

R oll Call

o f mlnusaa o f p rio r

by Arm K n o w s

can

Dartsun — 1600 or 2000 Hard
top, used one winter. $280 new,
$180. Call Ross 895-4121 or
Terry 451-4407.
Books Cheap!! History 105,
Biology 201, Math 101, Greek
Lit, Geology 101, See Simon or
ask
Rosemary
Smith
in
Robins«&
(R A J
Simon,
Muskegon House no. 9.
HELP!! t neeck a ride to
Kalamazoo O c t 23. a ride back
to Grans! Volley Oct. 25. 8f you
am going, may I ride with you?
Paisa com act K a th y Fox 2318
Campus View Apis, 895-4239.
For Sale Tcoder Amp (vibrolux)
$130 r ender Gutter (Mustant)
$110 /fitueL re n der Guitar
$100 (Red) Call
534-7862.

Gaarga Walsh

iI think that
“Should1 we shoot ’em o r hang
’em?" Then they took their
amendments
surrenders end their belts and
they were
iheii trousers and made them get
people that
down on th en hands
and they paddled
CLAY: What
while they went through Buck sufferage?
Creek. We have never had a
WELSH: We didaT need it.
la?.__
84 9 4/Vk, 8 44BTC
so
Now the neared weYe coming to it, but it wasn't absolutely
that is with these Ward hats’ in
The
New Y « t Think of 8 ! I f yam
vote the way I
warn to take each footfedl
in every college and turn
to make him. So you get two
loose srtiea they got there, you'd votes per family. TheyYe got a
stop iA awful quick.
t o either vote together o t
CLAY: Mr Welsh, d o you
up and argue about it.
think that non-violent passive Dime’s nothing wrong with it.
resistance is a vahd means to The
amendments
to
the
promote change w government? Constitution would be hke
I a n thanking o f the Martin gning a house painter a brush
Luther King approach
of and « * 2* ps*uf and telling him
brrMang the law if %e^.wanrs' but to patch up a Rembrandt l i e j*
so t reverung to violence. More ought to be. This country and
Specifically, if the authorities the world today have reached
don’t give you a necessary the Nth degree an «ctenpr o f aU
parade license to mmrcn, you just
d o H anyway.
WELSH:
No. i t ’s
set
necessary.
Tins
fessn o f
government has v A y g
with it. It’s a
You can base any form
that von like. ~We the people.”
The

CLAY: You ssssr that sf the o f
majority of the people want to
religion and they Tocqueatte
8 through, you think that Did you
they should have 8?
WELSH: They can have
CLAY: Yes.
th e majority o f
WELSH: You

V

Eager To Have A Conflict
ALLENDALE - "Fagrr to
» c o a tte t!" That's the ««y
Robert (Rip) Collmv bead
footbal coach at Grand Valley
Slate Calegr. describes team
hhrit as the Lakers prepare for
its first football game ia c<
■ w a y , & t 5th.
The Lakers e d face a squad
of iuAStlv freshmen fmm A|m»
Co&ge in a game Monday night
at 7 :3 0 at Alma.
"Because o f ra n and wet
fidd conditions.** says CoRus.
"VeVe about a week behind
where I'd like to be.** Practice
began September 13th. but on
several days iae weather lorced
practice
indoors.
m
the

(o leant about these sports
they wfl! be mere j
The sport
am started
d this year the i
be
thaa hi the past. Daring the Cal
the Cans have a
i try and the

la the p n g t a K , the athletic
lets eserytluag 4
and crew. One o f
sports should suit everybody and
the
teams
would
the burking that yc
the same m am
student so in other words they
am really working no t only for
certain sport bu t
; to maintain a good

VaBey has hasketbal
! and these are
p a r t s Basketball has
*
5

that participate in these sports
should be green a special
spectators, can do that by
showing up for an event aad
mmmimm | | k teams on to victory-

J jp ^
I V

<r !

M

i

I n

p

i i

^ k i d i h

ym

iia s id r u s e s js iP iii

Dry Allendale
Township
Dry ABendate Township
Aaendale

iGw
out the sale of
ia Alcndalr Township.
'• »
«:cgiu*r*uc
with
the
prouskms o f Act 184 o f the
Ptohlic Acts of m r The
purpose of then zoning is as
follows
"The fundamental purpose
o f this Ordinance tsto promote
the
(ftihtsc health, mfety.
general r d f s ie . to
the uae o f lands
resources m the
township ia accordance with
their
character
and
adaptability; to
limit
the
improper use o f land, to
provide
for
the
orderly
development o f the township:
to reduce hazards to life and
property; to establish the
location aad a re of. and the
specific
uses
for
which
d w e llin g s.
buildings
and
structures may hereafter be
erected or altered, and the
m in im u m
open
spaces,
itary. safety and protective
res that d ia l be required
for such dwellings, buddings
and
structures:
to

*T nl not sure how fast w ell
be Monday night." explains
Collins, "Hit things ate duping
up and the team is anxious to
play against someone."
Collins' tentative starting
offensive line-up for the Alma
game includes three from last
year's uubeated Grand Xaprds
North view High School team:
Bdl Thwartes, quarterback; Jim
Patterson.
end.
and
Dan
Greenhauer, lull hack. Joining
Thwastes and Gteenbaucr in the
back field » i be John Landed
d tu te h a tl). wing back, aad John
Mahan (Charlotte), tad back.
ndmg out the offc
line-up w fl be end Mike
(Wyoming): tackles Gary Preston
Items
( S t m r m i e ) , and Jim Bird
The
brand
near tennis courts
(Romulus); guards Les Sahnica
are
open
for
anybody to
(Newaygo), and Tom Hooker
They
are
located
on the
(Wyoming); and center Bob
aide
o
f
the
fiddhouse.
Avendt (Monroe).
The SeUSuMc hours v a be
fllw lW
im . . . . . .
as
follows:
at Grand Valley this faR. "The
dnesdxy and
from 6:30 “ We’Ve got 47
9:30.
players working ant
Saturday and Sunday S s a
to
1970
be mostly
varsity tea

to
fa r

1 be

o r junior

hopes that Grand Valley v d l be
playing a regular vanity football
schedule ia 1971.

G ear
The
practice this
a week practice
River.
Coach

a fall
S mh r

the Grand
is
fellows
ou t for this sport and it is
stdl early. If any male student is
interested. Mr. Springer would
like to see YOU.

Footbal
After three-and-a-half weeks
o f practicing in a mud com
pasture, our football team
finally' saw what a football field
is actually like. On Monday the
team left for a game against
Alma. The next game w ill be
a g a in s t
th e
M ichigan
Reformatory on October 16.

ft

on the public roads,
aad streets, to provide safety
in
traffic
and
vehicular
parking;
to
facilitate the
development of an adequate
system
of
transportation,
education, recreation, sewagr
disposal, safe and adequate
water supply and other pubbe
requirements to conserve hfe.
properly and natural resources,
and the expenditure o f fund*
fo r
public
is p tw c
c
an services to conform with
ik ~

and properties."
So to be able to sell
alcohol by the bottle or glass
(beer, wine, hard liquor) at the
Present time, you would have
to Sibaui an application to
the
Township
Board
of
Appeal. But since it has been
dry for so long, “flood Luck".
As far as possession or
transporting or use of alcohol
in the Allendale Township, it
« governed by county and
state laws and enforced by the
State Police and the County
Sheriff's Department.
•fro m

ABendale
Ordinance.

Township

ALLENDALE - Grand Valley
State CoBewe’s cram-country
competition a t this weekend's
Ashland (Ohio) Classic.
the Ashland Clash! plays host to
same o f the toughest small
c o lle g e
c ro s s -c o u n try
in the I
the
Grand VaGcy
the 15-ti
Adrian.
G iagrr says he wi
the Laker
after
only one week o f pr«
despite heavy winds and min.
He was particularly pleased
with the performance turned in
by tw o juniors, wbo transferred
this fall from Grand Rapids
Junior College. Mike Cobb, of
Grand Rapids, crowed the tape
iu ibe four mac event with a
time o f 22.25. Steve Bee o e d a .
also o f Grand Rapids, ran the
distance in 2139.
The Ashland Clasuc gets
under wav at 11 a.m.
crow country
Oct. I O at Spring Arbor - 11:(W
p.m. Oct. 13 Furniture G ty
Meet - 4:00 p.m. Ocl 17 Grand
Valley Invitational - 11:00 a.m.
OcL 24 at Oakland University
1 m * «
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Meet Jean McKe
MEET JEAN MCKEE
Interview with Jean McKee
By Frank Bodenmilkr
Jean
McKee
is
the
Democratic Party challenger for
the 5th Congressional seat that
Gerald R. Ford ow ns She is a
lawyer and the mother of three
sons. She earned her B.A. from
Michigan State, M.A. from
Wayne State, and her law degree
from the University of Michigan,
ia i 959 , she «•> eketcu to the

LEVIN REMARKS
Democratic candidate for
Governor. Sander Levin, imued
the foBowing statement today:
After intensive study of
Proportion C. the proposed
c o n s titu tio n a l
amendment
prohibiting all public aid to
non-public schools, I have
decided I cannot support it.
I am opposed to Parochiaid.
meaning direct grants for
curriculum purposes o f public
monies to non-public schools.
However, 1 have connstendy
supported the use of public
monies to provide auxiiary
services at non-public schools,
such as visiting teacher services,
teacher consultant services for
mentally
handicapped
and
emotionally disturbed children,
teaching counselor services for
physically handicapped children,
reiucuial reading services and
health and nursing services. In
fapt. I cosponsored and voted
for the auxilary services friD of
1965.
The proposed constitutional
amendment would not only
prohibit Parochiaid, it would
also prohibit most auxiiary
services at non-public schools.
The auxiliary services program
has been operating for three
years with a minimum of
objection.
I am also in favor of
permitting shared time programs
that allow non-public school
students to be taught some
classes in public school. I have
long believed this to be an
appropriate answer to the fiscal
pneamres inai exist for some
non-public schools.

I'.

/*

The amendment as written
also could eliminate dialed time,
because it prohibits use of public
money
to
support
the
attendance of a non-pubbe
student at “any location or
institution, where instruction is
offered in whole or in part to
__ non-public students.” Under
some diared time program, a
public school may very weO fit
that description.
Superirtendant of Public
Instruction
John
Porter’s
analysis grossly exaggerates the
effects
of
the
proposed
constitutional amendment.
I do not accept his claims
that the amendment would
remove tax exemptions, prohibit
athletic contexts between public
and
non-public
schools,
jeopardizing fire and police
protection, prohibit use of
public sanitation and «e'
endanger federal funds to public
and non-public schools.
Such claims do a disservice to
rational
discussion of the
constitutional amendment. It
will be difficult enough to carry
on a rational discussion of aid to
norvpubiic schools without the
use by any public official or
interest
group
of
gross
exaggerations that intimidate
rather
than
inform
die
electorate.
This expression is a personal
one. It does not represent a
party or group decision. This is
not a partisan matter, but
instead, one for each individual
to decide for himself or herself.

mayBe someday
othecs w ill have
what we have now.....
mayse

Wavne State Board of Rearnt*

and in 1966. she became its
chairman. She held that position
for one year and was defeated.
During
the
Romney
A d m in istratio n ,
she
was
appointed to the Status of
Women’s Commission. In 1969
she was appointed to the Health
Manpower Task Force. She is
secretary for the Greater Grand
Rapids Housing Commission and
a member o f the Higher
Education Assistance Authority.
This is her second year as
president o f the YWCA. She is
active in the Urban League and
the League of Women Voters.
When asked why she is
running for Congress against
Ford, die replied Ford’s record
as a Congressman was one o f the
factors. The event that spurred
her .decision was the United
States drive into Cambodia. She
fe e ls
th a t
the Nixon
Administration erred in
its
la bar campaign bulletin she
is quoted as raying, in reference
to Ford, “ At the same time, he
votes against legislation which
might ease the plight of Fifth
District residents.” In explaining
the remark die said that he is
continually supporting Nixon’s
policies, policies that have an
adverse effect on the Fifth
District
residents.
As
an
example, she cited the fact that
unemployment in Grand Rapids
has now risen to 7.4 per cent.
I asked her if die would
support
Nixon’s
Incentive
Welfare system and other
welfare programs. She said that
if die were a Congresswoman
today she would support it.
since it is the best reform to
date. She called herself a
“primitist”
on
this
issue,
supporting it then improving it.
In her opinion the term
“incentive welfare” is a good
way to sell politically. She stated
that Gerald P. Ford convinces
voters that he is s conservative
spender, by voting against
w e lfa re ,
education,
and
hospitalization, but people must
realize that he is a big spender
when it comes to the war,
defense, and ABM.
In questioning her about the
new i£ she wjb um
favor
of
an
immediate
w ith d ra w a l,
a
scheduled ■
wiuwuBwai, o r in favor of
N ix o n ’s
p ro g ra m
of

On the subject o f the draft,
she raid that she was against the
“ draft amnesty” plank adopted
by
the
State
Democratic
Convention. She stated that she
raw some drawbacks in a
volunteer
army
and
had
reservations about the present
selective service system. She is
afraid if we would have had a
professional army when the
Indo-China war started, we may
have “ wiped our hands’’ of the
situation. She also views a
v o lu n te e r arm y

m

o n ly d raw in g

on the poor of this country.
On the topic o f youth, 1
adeed her reaction
of a
statement made by Lenore
Romney last week, “ We mast
save our kids from themselves.
They are destroying themselves.
They know not what they do.”
in responding to this die f d t
that we have to “convince our
kids” to take a stake in their
country. She thought that
parents and other elders should
take youths very seriously in
their desires.
The subject of campus unrest
then aroar I ssked her to
respond to Attorney General
John Mitchell’s statem ent, “ I’ll
tell you who’s not informed,
though. !!’« these stupid k;'*~
Why, they don’t know the
issues . . . and the professors are
just as bad if not worse. They
don’t know anything. Nor do
these stupid bastards who are
ru n n in g
our
educational
institutions.” She responded by
saying that “ He hasn’t been
talking to the same kids I have.”
She said she was surprised at
how much the young people
know. She also stated that
campus unrest is not the fault of
the professors, that we’ve had
liberal professors ever since
education started, that unrest is
just a reflection on outside
events.
She disagreed with the “ No
Knock Law” and “ Preventive

Detention Act,” that were
included in the model crime bill
for Washington, D.G She felt
that through legislation this
country should enact vast prison
reforms, she feit that the present
prison system only reinforces
criminal behavior. She believes
that we should have a preventive
program, to stop crime before it
happens. She also believes, that
we should hire better trained
policemen and policemen that
have a better understanding of
the coin mijnjty’j problems. !t
was also her feeling that we
should dvelop a better probation
system, although she liked the
probation system that has been
in operation in Grand Rapids for
one-and-a-half years.
She believes that wc should
begin taxing polluters and
offering
tax
rebates
to
non-polluters, in reference to the
environm ental
crisis.
She
thought that the auto industry
“ should spend a little less time
talking about it,” (developing
non-polhiting cars) and start
d o in g
s o m e th in g
about
pollution. She thought Ford and
the rest o f the auto industry
could meet the 1975 deadline,
although they say it is too soon.
She stressed the fact that a
deadline has to be set or they
will never solve the problem. In
the area of water pollution, she
thought that not only the cities
but every community must
develop better sewage disposal.
After the interview, we
started discussing polarization.
In her opinion, one of the most
stressing problems in America
today is the polarization of the
American people. She cited the
fact that it has even influenced
the elections this year, with
national parties attacking each
other as well as the politicians
attacking.

Mini or Midi
Can’t you
decide?

Try our
J ------ 1----------

Jacobson's
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INTERVIEW WITH
GERALD FORD
Note: George s the
LANTHORN: Would you
explain the proposed
Incentive Welfare h o g i n ?
FORD: ! strongly favor the
which it a substitution for the
hi my opinion, has not worked
and has no prospect o f
th e
p ro b le m
of
th e
disadvantaged. The
s
Family
fa r an individual to work and to
hold himself off o f welfare; and
secondly, an incentive for
families to stay together, la the
long run. the Family Assistance
Program will cost the Federal
Treasury less money, and, in
addition, it wiH break the cycle
of welfare where family or
individual members o f a family
stay on welfare for one decade
after another. At the present
time the welfare system is a
guaranteed annual income for
idleness. The President’s Family
Assistance, a new welfare
program, is aimed at getting
people off of welfare and
establishing them as a productive
individual in our society.
LANTHORN: How do you
intend to provide the incentive?
FORD: Well, every family of
four would get a guaranteed
income of SI 600. As an
individual adds to his income, he
will not lose his haste $1600 for
a family of foul. As he works up
the scale and earns more money
he loses only a portion of his
income, not aU of it, sz he dees
under the present propane So,
instead of penalizing people for
working, the President's Family
Assistance Program offers them
an incentive to keep their basic
welfare and to keep a portion o f
their earnings over and above
their welfare payments.

LANTHORN: How do you
account for the increasing
unemployment? The national
figure if 5.5% whfle in G.R. it
has risen to 7.45k
FORD:
S
think
the
unemployment figure of five
point four per cent nationally is
too high. On the other hand, at is
caused by a combination of
factors.
One,
the
Nixon
Administration has reduced the
total manpower on active duty
in the Defense Department by
about four hundred thousand.
So that’s four hundred thousand
than would be if we were still in
Viet Nam to the extent that we
were before, in addition, we
have cut back on the Defense
Department expenditures. We
aren’t buying as rraay weapons,
as many supplies, and the net
result is that Defense oriented
industries have been cut back
and the employment in the
defense industries is cut back
correspondingly. In addition, we
have tried to move away from an
inflated economy to one which
is
a
non-war,
peacetime
economy. And in that transition
wcYc inevitably going to have
some increase in unemployment.
All expectations are that as we
cut back on the increase in the
cost of living, and we’re now at
an annual rate o f 2.4%, we will
now move into a period, early in
1971, where unemployment will
be dropped to about 4%, maybe
lower.
LANTHORN:
You
just
mentioned
the cutback in
Defeme spending. If th at’s so,
why did the S c u te grant 19.9
million dollars fos ABM?
FORD: Let me make two
statements o f fact. The Senate
did approve the authorization
for the procurement of weapons,
ships,
etc.
This
is
an
a u th o riz a tio n
bill.
That
authorization bill did limit to
extent,
small;
the
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FORD: There is no question
in my mind that the President’s
committment to have withdrawn
U.S. military personnel except
for figuratively a handful in Viet
Nam will be carried out. He said
that by the end of hit term in
office, which would be the end
o f the 1972, that all U .S
military personnel, except for a
few nulitiar advisors, would be
withdrawn from Viet Nam. 1
think this chart shows, FRank,
the U .S build-up in Viet Nam.
Of course R goes back a little
further than 1956, but starting
in 1956 there were roughly 750
U.S. military pe rsonnel m Viet
Nam. There was a Might increase
in
1962
when
President
Kennedy, in Aprii o f that year,
sent the first combat forces to
Viet Nam, 14,000. There was a
gradual build up until after the
election, of 1964. Then you see
the bufld up from 25 or 30,000,
in December of 1964, to a figure
o* 545,000 in January of 1969
when President Nixon took over
from former President Johnson.
Ever since President Nixon has
been in office instead of an
escalation there has been a
de-escalation. And we’re now
down to about 380-385,000. It
is projected by next spring it will
be down to about 280,285,000.
And you can see the projection
by the end of 1971 which is
under 200,000. And as I said
b e fo re ,
President
Nixon
committed that he would have
Ml U.S. military personnel
withdrawn from Viet Nam by
the end o f his first term in
office. And Vietnamizatkm and

it* ABM system for any threat
from China . It did authorize the
go-ahead o f the ABM for the
previously authorized ates, one
in North Dakota, and one in
M ontana.
T h is
is an
authorization bdl, not an
appropriation balL Within the
next week or ten days the House
o f Representatives will consider,
and undoubtedly approve the
Defense
Department
Appropriation Bdl, which will be
in
th e
m ag n itu d e
of
approximately 68 billion dollars
for the coming fiscal year. Which
is approximately 11 million
d o lla rs
less
th a t
the
appropriation
bill for the
Defense Department in 1968,
two years ago.
LANTHORN: On the lines of
Defense, would you please
explain to me Nixon’s plans for
Vietuamizatiofl?
FORD: Excuse me. George,
would you go out in the car and
get me the brown bag in the
bottom in tee back, and bring in
the chart? YomI! have to pull it
open, and bring it in. This chart,
1 think, very dramatically shows
th e
build-up;
and
the
de-escalation. The President’s
V i e tn a m iz a tio n
p ro g ram
provides for the withdrawal of
American forces as the South
Vietnamese
forces
become
better trained
and
better
equipped, more competent to
handle their own national
security. The Eto-Americamzab o a program, which is another
LANTHORN: Do you see a
way of saying Vietnamizatioa is
foreseeable
end to the draft?
aimed at eliminating all (J.S.
FORD:
I certainly do and I
combat responsibilities m V iet
intend
to
vote
for
the
Nam in the Spring o f 1971.
ehminaiion
o
f
the
existing
When President Nixon took
over, there were five hundred Selective Service or Draft Act.
and forty-five thousand U.S. The present law expires June 30
m ilitary personnel in Viet Nam of 1971. I believe, that barring
in January of 1969. As o f any unforseen emergency that
today, there are roughly three we will have reduced total
hundred and eighty to three Defense Department manpower
that if the
hundred
and
entity
five sufficiently so
taxpayer
is
willing
to pay the
thousand U.S. military personnel
price
in
wages,
fringe
benefits,
in Viet Nam. Approximately a
that
there
will
be
enough
net reduction of a hundred and
volunteers
to
meet
the
msur£y th/wraaiA ■J.S. G"'* ill ViSt
Nam. By next Aprfl it is manpower need* » the A nsy,
anticipated that there will be , Navy, Air Froce, and Marines. I
approximately two hundred and i think the all volunteer army is
desirable. I think i t is obtainable
eighty five thousand
U.S.
and
1 intend to support it.
military personnel in Viet Nam,
LANTHORN:
Do you
with all combat responsibility
any
problems
that
might
turned over to the South
from
a
piofessonal
assay?
Vietnamese. As I said before,
FORD: ! reaSy d c s ’i. The
this is accomplished by better
history
and tradition of the U.S.
train in g
of
the
South
is
so
strong
that the civilian
Vietnamese, better equipment
leaders in the Pentagon o r ia the
for them, better leadership. I
military should control the
happen to believe, based & *»...
Thai i can sec so
GEORGE: I brought the
o f a career
whole thing
force
as
usurping
the
FORD: It was in the trunk.
of
chrfias
leaders.
!f me didn’t
I*H take this hack.
it
he different. When yon
lock at a
7400400
to a popsdpfion o f
o r mom, and it’s
every year. I just
’re going to have
to
of
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FORD: Well, we
have
compiled a list of approximately
20 votes in the
House of
Representatives, where I have
•jpportM dean air: dean water,
and open space legislation. I
have, ia my opinion, an
exceBent record in supporting
the legislation to expand our
financial commitment for the
federal pregam for federal aid
to local governments, for their
buildings o f sewage and water
disposal plants. I have an
exceBent record of supporting
the establishment of national
parks. As a matter of fa c t,! have
a letter from the S e m Q u o or
Ann Arbor, which is the parent
Sierra Q ub in the State of
Michigan, very complimentary,
congratulating me in effective
leadership in helping to get the
Sleeping
B ear
D unes
authorization through the House
of Representatives. I have
supported all of the NAtional
Park legislation, including the
establishment
of Redwoods
National Park in the State of
California. I don't know on what
basis the author o f that article in
Field end Stream made his
determination but ! can tefl you
this, that a Senator who was
concerned about this listing . . .
found out that —
«f hw
supporters had written to Field
and Stream . And they came
back without any answer that
was very specific. They refused
to be catagorical on how they
made this determination. Well. I
think, as a result
of that
response, you have to take with
a grain of salt, the listing they
members o f the House and
Senate.
LANTHORN: Do you favor
offering
tax rebates
to
non-pofluters
and imposing
higher taxes for poButers?
FORD: Weil, that's already in
th e
law .
The Federal
Government .provided • number
o f years ago, at least five or ax.
a tax incentive for industry to
install
a
most modem
anti-pollution equipment and
when
they
repealed
the
investment tax credit, about a
year and half ago, the one
provision that was left in the
law, was the one that permitted
companies to get a more rapid
tax write off if they would
expand their equipment and buy
new
equipment
to
fight
pollution. NaturaBy I favor such
a provision.
LANTHORN: There was an
srricfr is the Grand Rapids Pres*
last week about Kent Foundry.
They reported that the foundry
is on the verge o f bankruptcy
b e ca u se
th e y
in s ta lle d
anu-pufiwtics equipment, would
lake t o respond to this?
FORD: Well, I read that
article with very p e a t interest
and concern. Here was a
company that made an
effort, I thank they
555 000 for s
$6,500 for another piece of
aday o f
jras so
put snchai
liquidity
they were m effect
nrsaghta F a r that
I thank that when we tMk
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GOODBYE,
COLUMBUS

atto ap li to difM l 9 #o»flok»

BY 1. KENNETH RABAC

Kart M an reacted
virulently
to
die
obtuse
semantics of Bruno Bauer on the
topic of ‘Jewish new,” it became
common among senates to
canrider M an to be a rabid
aa&aemite and a jew hating
g e n tile .
M arx,
n e ith e r
antKcemitic nor gentie , born of
Jewish parents, did not attack
jewish new as an affroat to a
jo o-retipous class o f people
nc
even
their
collective
philosophy. What M an reacted
a g a in s t
w as
" je w i s h
shucksterism," that is, the
inclination of the Jewish petty
bourgeois entrepeneur (or the
middle class jewhh big capitalist)
to sell anything that can be
phce-ta 0 cd. For the shuckster,
everything encountered is a
potential commodity that cm
gamer teal money on the open
market. H u t is, almost anything
at all can be sold if you just try
hard enough* In M an’s time for
example, the** shuck and jivers"
had no scruples toward violating
jewifli orthodoxy which they
professed to follow. Business
was business whatever the season
and the store stayed open
regardless of what the jewish
calendar said. Even the basic
human kindness sc essential to
Jewish religious literature was
rd inqu idled
in
favor
of l
mammon. A money game was
played at the loan level; call it
usury. In economic hard times,
the wealthy jewirii businesanan
would
provide
the
less
financially endowed with capital
in the form of a loan. However,
by Che time the loan could be
was demanded. Usually the
interest amounted to more than
the original loan. What Marx
objected to was that nothing
mattered so much as money: not
human kindness, compassion,
and certainly not dignity nor
survival. Money for these people
was the measure of all things.
•

• •

GOODBYE
COLUMBUS;
CAST FILM; starring Richard
Benjamin; Air McGraw; and lack
Klugman. Directed by No One
At all:
Twentieth Century American
in turn nas its shucksters, its
pretty bourgeois lews in power
financially who along with the
myriad of gentile riiucksten wfll
sell anything for a price.
Recently, in the motion
picture medium, what has
occurred
more
and
more
frequently is a tendency to sell
outright
an
illegitimitized
tradition.
The
wonderful
heritage of jewish humor has
been scored os for profit
reienfleeriy and riacujudy. All
the comedic good wfll and
that
fahribte

into a
the

3m m M W tO

pstik. Tbs precise fssspb of
(Iris k GOODBYE COLUMBUS.
COLUMBUS is a ferocious
o f jewirii tradition
a
to psrady the
subculture.
for the

by Risk Whitaker

WAFT. The Lanthora has been
told that another * picnic" is
p la n n e d
fo r
liaBoween,
preferably indoors and s ffsr
sponsored by the Pamted
Camaan and WAFT.
The idea o f a “ Free Peoples
P k n k ” was later pkked up by a
group
called
“ The
New
Beginning” headed by Sonja
W h itte m o re ,
w ho
were
so m ew h a t
successful
in
executing one at a farm on
Thornapple River Drive, flans
for a second “p icn k “ were
thwarted when the “court
injunction" was discovered by
local citizens. A second attem pt
at the second “piciuc” was also
shot down by a court injunction
when it was relocated to a farm
on 36th Street past Cascade.
The Lanthora has been
unable, at this point, to get
information
from
Fountain
Street Church on their scheduled
concerts with “S p irif 1 and
“ Ormandy" this month and
‘T h e Mothers of Invention”
with Frank Zappa next month.
This organization has brought
such groups as “ S teppenw otf,
the “ Moody Blues” and the
“ Byrds" to Grand Rapids in the
past. Further information on
them events wfll appear in future

If you read more than the
first two pages o f the last issue
of the Lanthora, you might have
stumbled
upon
an article
appropriately entitled “ Musk
Festivals” , located on the last
page. This article eras written by
Keith
Anderson
and
concerned mainly with
festivals in general and the
“Schaefer Musk Festivals” in
New York Q ty in particular.
This article is the fin o f a
series of articles on tpecific
so-called “ Muse Festivals” in
the Grand Rapids, Western
Michigan Area in particular and
similar
events
throughout
Michigan and the North Central
United States in general.
Plans have been made to
cover Michigan's first (and
maybe the last) Gargantuan
Muse Festival h d d a t Gooae
Lake Park. This series will also
cover such ‘happenings” as the
“ Odder Appreciation Dances”,
sponsored by radio station
WLAV and several local soft
drink companies, in cooperation
with our good friends at City
HaS, and the “ Free Peoples
Picnics”, held at Riverside Park
and sponsored by the Painted
Caravaan and radio station u t l C x i .
obvious and Roth is insidious.
Fellini’s savages are the mirror
im a ^ s of ourselves while Roth’s
savages are a specific and sk k
charade of a certain group of
people;
not
satirized
or
symbolized but
humiliated,
warped and exploited for bon

One
comparison
should
express the meaning of our
metaphorical example. Martin
Balsam in A THOUSAND
CLOWNS played a Jewish
businessman of the same stature
and postion as Klugman plays in
Columbus. Balsam is not a hog.
He was a man w»c knew full
well that he was denying his
finer sensbilities, even his
brotherhood, in his quest for
financial security. He came to*
terms with the realization with a
grim commitment to forge ahead
but to try not to crush to o many
people; to extend a hand once in
a while. Balsam was obviously
jewifli but he implied not
dementia
but a
maligned
commitment, a departure from
more
altruists:
aspirations.
Balsam had dignity but that
aecessry
to
the
character; that was the great
actor himself. But he also
portrayed a character that had
reality. Even in the
burlesque inherent in his
Sal sain was credible. Even
satire or fantasy, a
must have some ground in the
real. K aigaai played his simuar
role with a totally different
approach. There w n no n a n of
buricaque or of reality. He
played s
stsspsd
ignorant
jackaa
of
an
anti-Ini man capital*. He played
a statue that Med
ent

Hoffman’s pigs, all indulging in a
trumped-up rick charade that is
supposed remind one of a jewish
wedding. It is reminiscent only
of the manner of a modem film
called LAST SUMMER. Not
only the wedding scene but the
movement o f the entire film are
comparable to SUMMER.
Barbara Hersey, star of
SUMMER perenially squares off
for the camera, exposing a
bonanza
of
cleavage
and
promiscuous breast. She does
this at the frequency of about
seven poses per yard of film.
COLUMBUS works in this style:
body scenes. There is little
subtlety or character to satire
when a film merely pokes out
our eye with the protrusion
from a well-endowed snowy
white bosom. By the end of
LAST SUMMER, we are familiar
with every vein sis Mersey’s left
breast as well as we a n with
every
minute
muscle
in
McGraW sto p p le posterior. The
wedding film is the culmination
of this style. After all, what can
you do after you insult an
audience by assuming it thinks
with its sex organ. After the
same sad jokes are played into
the lifeless ground, and the
audience thoroughly engrossed
in the body of McGraw like the
old men in trench costs at the
s trip
house
dow ntow n,
COLUMBUS finally achieves the
of detoicfaery in the
scene. Any jew who
a wedding is
The fin tM is made
into a cattle caB of r f < m ,
drodeag. avarisdous sots. True
to the intent o f the director, trie
audiences around the country
guffaw into rilenef. Only now is
there a hint that a joke; a dirty
joke; has been played.

These are a few good lau^tt
and a few good ri^tt g^ s around
hut we realize afterward that we
ear lra*uig at a “race** of
people. A esse rat apart far

The Lanthora will also be in
touch
with
“The
New
B e g in n in g ” ,
the
Fainted
Caravaan and WAFT, WLAV,
and WGRD radio stations to
bring together other details and
late developments on these and
other situations.
The next article in this series
will attem pt to digest Gooae
Lake with as much intestinal
fortitude as pomihie. For those
of you who missed C o c k Lake,
a few selected photos have been
included with this article and
others wfll appear in future
articles.

If anyone knows o f similar
events and rituations in such
areas as Lansing. Ann Arbor,
Kaiamazoo. Y palunt, Detroit,
Chicago, etc., feel free to
contact either Keith Anderson
or myself or just leave a legibly
written piece o f correspondence
relating to this somewhat
controversial topic, in the
Lanthora office.
Photos courtesy
Wattenvorth.
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BYRDS APPEAR
AT CALVIN
by John Barnes
The very popular rock
roil and country rock group; The
Bynb, made a fine appearance at
the Calvin College R ddhouse on
Friday. O ctober 2.
We arrived at the fiddhouse
at about 6:4S, and were greeted
by a vast entourage o f extremely
straight-looking coat and tie
college boys. At this time a large
crowd of people, mostly Calvin
students, were gathering at the
main entrances. We were treated
kindly and were given front-row
seats. When the gates were
opened just prior to the
performance, Mike and I were
placed in a state o f shock as a
crowd o f perhaps 2500-3000
began to file in, all o f them i
formal, Sunday attire. We
thought ourselves to be meager
country peasants, which we in
fact are, but the sight was
somewhat o f a surprise.
Everyone settled down in
orderly fashion as the sounds of
Junes
Taylor
and
John
Sebastian eminated from the PA
system and permeated the
gymnasium. Two sinister looking
sergeants from the illustrious
Kent
County
S h e riff
Department were getting a taste
of what was to follow.
Craig Vanderwagen. one of
Calvin’s few members o f the
su b culture,
appeared
and
announced that Zarathustra, a
local rock and rod band, urns not
going to play and in their place
was to
appear a subtle,
m ild -m an n e re d
withdrawn
guitarist by the name o f Dean
Oamraae. What was that name?
I didn’t quite hear it at first, nor
did I hear where he was from,
nor did anyone else after his
performance due to the thunder
of applause. I would venture to
say this bluesy gentleman, with
the only accompaniment being
himself on electric guitar, is
destined to popularity with a
little
exposure.
After
a
wonderful rehash o f a traditional
blues hit “Who Do You Love,”
he delved into Paul Butterfield's
“ Stormy Monday,” which was
followed by a terrific original
instrumental
called
“ Landscapes.” The iast number
was a fine rendition of another
old blues tune, “ Walkin Blues,”
with the accompaniment done
with an accomplished metal suae
guitar. This was one of those old
crowd pleasers, as it were, and
ail those crazy formal college
kids were really getting into iL A
standing ovation was the result
and an encore would have been
in order if Mr. Cramrase hadn’t
disappeared quickly to the wing.
Mr. Vanderwagen introduced
the Byrds after a twenty minute
interm m ioa and with no delay
whatsoever, they delved into a
cut form their new dM bie
album entitled. The Byrds, They
returned with some other new
cuts later which were difficult to
vahiate as I have not heard the
album yet, but it seems to be
typical Byrds with a f i t * bead,
a little m ate rock than they have

Dylan’s
Ain’t Coin’ Nowhere,”
followed by ”1 Trust it Wii
Worts Cat Alright,’* and another
:old Byrd’s standby, “ My
l" FoBowmg were
■umbers from the
album and then a refredimg
to country with
Jo y ." m d m
tmme. T a k e a

Next it war back to electrics
and “ Wheels on Fire” as rocky
as the name insinuates. Next,
another oldy — “ Flow River
Flow.” and then “Jesus is Just
Alright” after which the Calvin
gym wm in a state of thunderous
uproar and a s lid in g cvaticr.. !
thought this somewhat strange,
but I guess it’s only in the
interpretation of the song, it
does not convey a religious
feeling, in fact, one of apathy
toward religion. However, the
name o f our Saviour was
ilm*av «««^
»k*
”annsmwtKf
r r * «arwmnh
g • Ia wm
crowd wild, and it did.
After everyone quieted some,
the concert war ended with an
array of oldies - “Turn, Turn,
Turn.” which received a warm
reception and a sing along - this
a valid pronouncement of
biblical
verse. “ Tambourine
Man” was next followed by
"Eight Miles High ” and then a
boogie break song that ended
the concert. What followed was
somewhat a state of confusion.
McQuinn voiced his thanks and
said what a wonderful audience
everyone had been, while at the
same time everyone was rushing
not the stage, but the exits. The
lights came on as the Byrds were
just leaving the stage, which
apparently angered the group
considerably.
We
were
promised
an
interview, but the Byrds had
apparently left for their hotel
immediately. We asked Mr.
V an d erw ag en
what
had
happened and he said the
lighting man was not informed
o f a planned encore, which
would have been pleasing to all.
but did not occur. Anyway,
disregarding the poor ending
note, the concert went smoothly
and the gigantic WEM P.A.
speaker and system provided a
pleasing turn about from last
year’s Easter Sunday Peace
Concert at the Fountain Street
Church, when the vocals were
stifled by a cheap brand XX P.A.
system.
Vanuerwagcn told us, and it
was somewhat obvious, with the
appearance of a vast majority of
people being from Calvin, that
publicity had been minimal.
Grand Valley students were few,
many people here not aware of
the concert. Ke expressed hopes
for future publicity and if better
reception is a result, these
concerts could continue and
become a monthly occurence.
John Sebastian is booked for
next month, and I’m sure that
the people w3! hear more about
:L There have been rumors of
Richie Havens coming possibly
in December, which would be a
pleasant surprise.

th e
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Electric Air

response to amett
Carroll Amett
Reading

-

A

Poetry

I don’t have my facts. I don’t
know where he has taught, how
many books he has published or
wtien/why hr started writing. I
was introduced to his poetry for
the first time in the TJC
common room last Friday (Oct.
2).
I guess I’m supposed to tell
you what his poetry is like, who
he writes like, what “ school of
poetry” he’s from etc. What I’m
getting at is 2. 1 ) the important
fact is his. poetry
peripheral bullshit that usually
surrounds a man and his
work/art 2) that this isn’t a
review or a criticism, but my
response to Carrol! A rnett’s
poetry.
Arnett writes about what he
knows best, about those things
that slip pe-ii most people
unnoticed. His house, friends,
mailmen, letter; end himself. He
deals directly with the common,
the familiar, and re-arranges the
experience to give the reader a
sense of the uncommon. Which
to me is the common seen from
a different perspective, which is
what I’m getting at - he has a
perspective that allows him to
appeal to, tnrougn common
experience, the reader.
Because of this common
ground you don't have to arm
yourself with a dictionary,
Bullfinches Mythology, or a
dictionary of word roots and
combining
fo rm s ,
as
some/any body once said, “he
shots straight from the hip.”
Drawing from the American
idiomatic expression Arnett’s
capacity to play with the

language, with the catch phrase
(again the common ground) adds
an unusual texture to his poems.
To those
unfamiliar with
contemporary
poetry this
“technique” is interesting and in
many cases amuzing. Many poets
cannot use the catch phrase for
it sticks out, seems out of place.
In Arnett's poems they fullfill a
useful and important function.
He uses metaphor and simile
infrequently preferring to rely
on direct statem ent A minimum
of adjectives coupled with the
sparse ness of metaphor and
uncluttered and direct effect.
When he does use like or as,
again it’s straightforward concise
and has the quality of a stone,
hard compact and tangible. He is
not elusive.
Because he prefers the direct
statement, the ”word” must be
chooscn carefully so that the
clarity and efficiency of the
poem is not impared. His word
choice is from the familia , from
the language spoken by the vast
majority of Americans. Nowhere
will you find a flowery, “poetic”
phrase or word.
Poor craftsmanship in poetry
like Arnett’s would show-up like
a sore thumb. The reliance on

WGVS Radio is at it again,
playing musk and having fun
Monday thru Friday, 6:30 9:00 *.m. and 2:00 p.m. - 2:00
a.m. GVS broadcasts on both
730 AM and 90.0 FM however
the better sounding FM can be
pkked up only in Campus View
Apts.
The broadcast profession is
w e ll-re p re se n te d ;
General
Manager John Strothers is
formerly of the Armed Forces
Raaio as well as WGRD and
Program
D ire c to r
Ron
MacLuckie has been with WOAP
in Owomo. WILX TV and WJCO
radio both in Jackson, and
WYiC radio in East Lansing.
Also from Armed Forces radio is
new funjock Alvin Henkovkr.
Chief announcer David Parsons
currently work? part time at
WGHN in Grand Haven. And for
those of you who have been
curious about the whereabouts
of Bill Krater’s Zoo, it will be
making its full time appearance
at WGVS winter term, but will
return once this »erm.
Listener Services this term
include the Instant Request Line
(ext. 129), thro whkh the
station plays your requests at
the time they are made and the
German Club Radio Show (raged
”G” , for those who understand
German only) pm, pmdsus and
T jindjui at 7:30 p.m. Also
under
the
listener service
heading U WGVS’s unique
musk /commercial policy of
hsving only five minutes of ads
per hour. In addition, students
are reminded to take advantage
of WGVS’s Wake Up serrice thro
which one can register his name
with the station to be called and
wakened on weekdays anytime
between 6:30 and 9:00 a.m.
Simply call exL 128 or 129 thro
the college switchboard, leave
your name, phone no. and time
you wish to be awakened, and
say “bye, bye alarm clock!”
Gordon Averill
the word, the line make flaws
and “fat” appear rather quickly.
Being redundant, his poems are
hard, concrete, compact, void of
the extra word or image. Conned
to give a direct poetic statement
efficiently, honestly and without
unnecessary fuss.
If I'm not mistaken his books
have been ordered by the
bookstore and should be in the
poetry section in a few weeks.

STUDENT BOW LING SPECIAL
46c PER GAME
(Until 6:00 P.M.)

GRANDvalley lanes
JU ST WEST Q f CACTUS O n m -45
MOP o r e * UNTIL U m t M .

PHONE N S 6 3O0
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Fountain St. Spirit
it

The SPIRIT, internationally
known recording artists, and
ORMANDY will perform two
concerts Sunday, October 18, in
F o u n ta in
Street
Church,
sponsored by Fountain Club,
youth group of the church.
The concerts will t*ke place
at 7 and 10 p.n)., and admission
is $3.50. Tickets are available at
Dodds Record Shop, Monroe
and Division, Phase II, 2005 S.
Division, Sinfonia Record Shop,
2140 Wealthy, SE, Painted
Caravan, 1350 Plainfield, NE,
and Hie Record Hut, Monroe
_ and Ottawa.
The concert is part c f s senes
of Fountain Club shows which
included the Moody Blues, Iron
B'J t terfly,
Proco*
Harem.
Steppenwolf and the Byrds.
SPIRIT, formed in 1967 on
the West Coast, creates a sound
uniquely their own; a blend of
jazz, country and rock elements.
Spirit writes all of its own
material,
and its members
include Ed Cassidy, dtums, Mark
Christopher Andes, bass and
vocals, John Locke, piano,
Randy California, lead guitar
and vocals, and lay Ferguson,
lead singer. The group has
released three albums, “Spirit” ,
Family That Flays Together”
,and "Clear Spirit” , and their
new single “ At the Zoo” is
currently on the charts.
ORMANDY.
a
Lansing
originated rock group, has signed
a contract with Decca Records,
and their recently released single
Good
Day”
is
enjoy ing
popularity on the air. The group
does all original material.

fu « H «***
The Stooges: FUN HOUSE
by Bob Swain
About this time iast year,
Ann Arbor's notorious Stooges
released their first killer LP on
Eickira Records. Since then,
these four Ann Arbor crazies
have
become
weil-known
throughout the U.S., pleasing
some, disgusting others. You
see. the Stooges have never
been universally loved. Their
music is often labelled as
"cru d e ” ,
" a m a te u r is h ” ,
“adolescent” and therefore,
boring. However, I feel some
important points are being
overlooked. The Stooges have
all lived in the Detroit/Ann
Arbor area for quite a while.
They know what the kids do
- cruising, loitering, hustling
chicks, feeling good, feeling
down,
fe e lin g
h o rn y . interview with Gerald Ford,
Emotionally,
it's
a
very
ahead or advance equipment to
primitive
scene,
and
the
****** P*>HutionStooges’ music reflects this
LANTHORN: Would you
pretty welL Check the titles
please
state your reactions to the
on their first release: “ 1969” ,
findings
of the President's
“ No Fun” , “ Real Cool Time” ,
Commission
on Campus Unrest?
“ Little Doll”. The lyrics are
FORD:
First
place, i think
simple ~ right off the street
they
were
given
most difficult
The music itself is loud,
job
in
too
short
o
f
time to really
aggressive, twisted, savage do
it
thoroughly.
I think the
rock and roll taken down to a
Scranton
Commission
tried
bizarre extreme.
under
these
circumstances
to
do
On thcii latest Eickira LP,
a
good
job.
My
impression
is
“ Fun House”, the Stooges are
that
they
have
come
up
with
a
still into the same stuff, but
lot
of
generalizations
and
I
do
they're doing it a log better.
believe they didn’t distribute the
They
have
become
more
blame equitably. I think they
proficient.
R o n ' Asheton’s
over emphasized, or at least the
guitar skills are notica&iy
tended to over emphasize
unproved on this release while
Dave
A le x a n d e r's
solid
*jf***|*
they put on the
bass-plsying has become more
1 ,tSJucm Oi the U.S. I think the
inventive. The overall sound is President has sought to give
leadership in trying to keep the
just as loud and low-down as
r
e s p o n s ib ility
fo r
th e
ever, but there’s more spirit
m
a
n
a
g
e
m
e
n
t
o
f
t
he
here - more energy. “ 1970” is
administration
of
the
colleges
a fast-movin’, cruisin’-on-Saturand universities at the local level.
day-night type tune. The iiiie
He has sought to eradicate a
cut, “ Fun House” , is based on
number
of the areas o f dissent.
a funky, James Brown-type
He
is
getting
us out of Viet Nam.
riff, but the mood of thesong
He
is
trying
to
move from a war
is far removed from any of
time
economy
to a peace time
Brown’s stuff. The addition of
economy.
He
has
supported the
tenor
saxophonist,
Steven
18-year
old
vote.
He has
Mackay on “ Fun House’ and
indicated
his
support
of
an all
“ 1970”
proves
to
be
volunteer
army.
1
think
the
worthwhile.
He’s
a
good
President
has
taken
the
saxophonist, and he’s in tune
with the Stooges. The album’s leadership in many of these areas
other cuts, such as “ Down on that 1 understand are the cause
the Street” , “ Loose” , “T.V. of dissent and concern on
Eye” and “ Dirt” are all finely college campuses. So, to the
crazed, teen-age rock jams. If degree the Scranton Report
you’re into what I’ve been condemns him for lack of
I
think
it’s
saying here, you’ll dig “ Fun leadership,
inaccurate.
I
repeat
again
that
I
House”. If you’re not sure,
forget it - but you can come think the Scranton Report had
to my place and hear them too big o f a job in too short of a
time. And the net result is filled
anytime.
with generalizations that aren’t
re a lly
s p e c ific
en o u g h
recommendations to be very
valuable.
LANTHORN:
The
A new aeries of meetmp on Commisrion made two main
the topic o f breastfeeding has recommendations
for
the
set by West Grand President One was for him to
La Leche League. On use his moral leadership to bring
the second Monday o f each us together. The other was to
flaonth the discussions wifl be call an end to inflammatory
led by H a Owen smith.
rhetoric. What are your views on
The series « f l focus on
four topics: “The Advantages
FORD: Well, I don’t think
of Breastfeeding to Mother and the Prcrident has been guilty of
Baby,** “The Womanly Art of any inflammatory rhetoric.
LANTHORN: They didn’t
Difficulties.” “The Birth of the
m y he did. They just ashed him
Baby m d the
to call an end to this rhetoric.
“Nutrition and Wa
FORD: Wei, I think the
Por
Ptaerident, if he tried to rit on
contact
people for espresring their views
45 35 % or Mm Robert W. r e s i t
be
im m ediately
G. r =t fcl
a V
for interfering with
the

3a !echi

I
First Amendment. So my feeling
is, this is an individual s
responsibility of the person or
persons who make speeches,
yey an(j scream at meetings
or otherwise. I think this is an
^ ^ d u a i responsibility. And if
m v one 0f us or you try to
prevent
anybody
else
in
exercising their right under the
first amendment, 1 think we can
^
legitimately criticized for
trying to ^
out dissent. So
wha, we have to do is try to
eradicate the problems that
create dissent and disturbances,
And j
the President has
^ , -h t
good faith to achieve
4that.
» im ta u
aabUmv i- rv> j Um
•»>*>»
iiV
w— —
——
the Commission, in the
point that inflammatory rhetoric
m>u
may stimulate unrest?
FORD: Well, first place
y o u ’ve
got
to
define
inflammatory
rhetoric.
And
everybody
has a different
definition. And I think you also
have to relate rhetoric to the
atmosphere and circumstances,
in the political arena. I am
talking only about the political
arena, historically in America,
not just now. We’ve had some
pretty abusive statements made
by prominent figures, going back
to
the
days
of George
Washington. This is part of the
adversary system in America. 1
don’t think there are many, if
any instances of obscenities as in
the political arena, although
there is some very sharp words
and sentences, and phrases. But
in the political arena, as long as
you stay out of the area of
obscenities,
I think
good
competition is healthy. 1 don’t
necessarily
do
it
myself.
Everyone has their own style.
But, history is replete with all
kinds of comdemnation and
criticism of individuals on both
aides of the political aisle,
against individuals of the other
party. What 1 personally object
to is tragic, is when a person
goes to a campus at the
invitation
of
the proper
authorities and is asked to speak
and there are those in the
audience, amal in number who
interfere with the right of the
individual, the guest, to c a p ita
his point of-view. IVe had some
experiences myself - when they
speak, I balm. Unfortunately on
some occasions ' whan I’ve
spoken they've interrupted,
they’ve triad to drown cs* wbsi
I and others w n s d . Now 3
Hw«it that dris is
mmd iniif ik e s —— of
c i r c n a sta n ces
probably

contribute to some disturbances
on college campuses.
GEORGE: Frank, I think
we’re going to have to wrap it
up. Do you have one more or so
that y ou’d like to hit cn?
FRANK: Just a minute.
FORD: We!!, you’ve got a
few minutes so go ahead.
LANTHORN.
During the
Carswell
nominations,
you
threatened to impeach Justice
William O. Douglas if the Senate
didn’t confirm the nomination.
FORD:
That's
not
an
accurate statement.
LANTHORN:
Sorry, but
that’s what I read in the press.
law, or undar the
FORD. Well, I said as an
prospective
law, the FBI has no
outgrowth
of
the
Fortas
auiiiuiiiy
to
move in to any
Investigation, I had come across
college
campus
or university
some disturbing evidence that
campus.
They
don’t
now. They
involved Justice Doublas and as
won’t
in
the
future.
But under
a consequence I undertook an
1
described,
the
circumstance
investigation of this information.
Federal
funds
going
to
a college
1
have
continued
that
or
university,
a
bomb
or some
investigation. I did not sponsor
other
incinderary
on
that
college
but others have sponsored, and
campus
destroying
life
or
impeachment resolution. 1 have
roving
property:
that
would
continued to work with ihsi
committee to get the full facts give federal jurisdiction and
before committee. And there is would permit the FBI to go in
enough evidence to justify open
public hearings with witnesses and investigate the terror. I do
called before the committee support that.
under sopena. And there is
LANTHORN: In the instance
sufficient evidence from the of Kent State and Jackson,
Department of Justice, from the under the proposed bill, would
S ecu rities
and
Exchange the FBI be permitted to
Commission, from the Internal investigate.
Revenue Service, to fully justify
FORD: Well, in Kent State
a publication of all the records there were shootings. I’m not
from
th o s e
departments famiiar enough with the facts, if
involving Justice Douglas, so the there was the use of a bomb or
House and the American people incindiary Take a more recent
will have the full record laid out incident, the University of
before them. Weaves th at’s done, Wisconsin. A bomb or some
with the full investigation, with destructive force was used. It
a public record printed for
blew up s college or university
distribution, then we’ll see how
building. It killed a man trying
the House votes. Nothing should
to get s doctoral thesis. That’s a
be hidden, the record ought to clear cut case where the new law
be laid ou t clear.
■ >iiTmuvn/K
n uii.. Are you sr would be applicable.
LANTHORN: What if there
_- — -»i— i—._____u .
11*01 U1 scuuiug, uciw cra ha
was just sniper fire?
and eight thousand, FBI agents
FORD: Well, in the first place
on the campuses when there is I hope we don’t have another
unrest?
shooting. I think weVe learned
FORD: I’m not for tending some lessons. It isn’t necessary
ax or eight thousand FBI agents tc get involved in the urn of fire
to investigate campus unrest arms. I believe the provision of
They don’t have that authority the laws says a bomb or some
now and they won’t have that other comparable incindiary. I
authority
eventually.
The can’t remember the specific

provision if it is applicable to a
rifle shot or sniper fire. It’s an
college or interesting point and I will check
the provirion. As o f this i
and if there is a bombing «*
I can’t be
sense ether iscinderary, or
the destruction
Ufc,
I do approve, the
that aays if a

